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Executive Summary 
 
In June 2011, University of Alaska President Patrick Gamble appointed an 18-member 
University of Alaska Allied Fisheries Working Group, a cross-campus group of deans, 
directors and faculty members.   
 
Allied Fisheries is a cross-campus University of Alaska collaborative initiative to 
assess and enhance the development and delivery of programs, courses, research 
and information that meet the employment needs of the fisheries, seafood and 
maritime industries.  
 
The goals of the University of Alaska’s Allied Fisheries initiative are: 

• To sustain and enhance the economy and the communities of Alaska by 
developing education and training that supports a responsive workforce enabling 
the fishing, seafood and maritime industries to stay vibrant and substantial 
contributors to the state.  

• To support Alaskans, particularly young Alaskans, in discovering and preparing 
for the wide range of employment opportunities in the fishing, seafood and 
maritime industries. 

 
 
One of the first charges to the group was to “identify and inventory existing UA 
institutional capacity for training and education that supports all aspects of the fishing 
business industries, fisheries support and fisheries development in Alaska.”  The Allied 
Fisheries Working Group has broadened the inventory to include also the institutional 
capacity for training and education in support of the seafood and maritime industries.  
This inventory provides a starting point for the University of Alaska to begin working 
with industry and community leaders to improve the educational and training 
opportunities for fisheries, seafood and maritime careers. 
 
 
Inventory Conclusions 
 

• Collectively, the fisheries, seafood and maritime programs offered within the 
UA system meet many of the education and training needs of prospective 
employees in these industries.  However, they lack coordination, planning, 
and a cohesive identity. Outside of fisheries biology and management, fisheries, 
seafood or maritime specific courses may be difficult to locate or identify, are 
generally not organized into career tracks, and in most cases are not 
comprehensive in content coverage. Without question there are major gaps in the 
UA system’s content offerings needed to meet workforce training demands in 
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these industries.  But equally important is the need to elevate these industries to 
an educational priority that will recognize the needs and opportunities and will 
provide career education and training tracks to prospective students. 

• The UA advisory committees identified in this inventory each address part 
but not all of the educational and training needs of the fishing, seafood and 
maritime industries and coastal communities that depend on them. 

• Fisheries - Almost the entire faculty capacity in programs focusing on fisheries 
consists of the Fisheries division faculty members (UAF SFOS), Marine Advisory 
Program faculty members (UAF SFOS) and two UAS faculty in the Fisheries 
Technology program. Although some faculty members in other parts of the 
system are engaged in fisheries education, training and research, it is generally as 
individuals rather than within a directed program.  Formal training in fisheries is 
primarily focused on biology and management related occupations. Business and 
technical skills are offered primarily as non-credit, informal classes.  

• Seafood - Five seafood faculty members at the UAF SFOS Kodiak Center 
provide some targeted seafood industry training and public service but in general 
there is no comprehensive training program to serve the seafood industry 
other than at the seafood science graduate student level in the UA system.  

• Maritime - The University of Alaska Southeast provides training for maritime 
industries and has growth potential. Other than these programs, the UA system 
has few courses or programs addressing the employment and training needs 
of the maritime industries.  

• Business and marketing training specific to the fisheries, seafood and 
maritime industries currently is not directly addressed in the UA system 
other than through informal education and short courses. 

• Depending on industry and community identified needs, there may be room 
to revamp and enhance existing programs; collaborate with non-UA 
education and training providers; or create new programs. A number of 
programs are potentially easily adaptable or have the potential to grow—including 
Rural Development, Fisheries Technology and Marine Transportation and 
Technology.  Some type of formal training program for commercial fishermen 
should be considered. 

 
 
Next Steps 
 
Moving forward, the Allied Fisheries Working Group recommends these steps and work 
products. 

 
• Establish an advisory committee that provides input to the University from 

the fisheries, seafood, maritime industries and communities.  
• Conduct an occupations inventory and workforce assessment.  
• Complete an education and training gap analysis and establish priorities.  
• Identify unique constraints and opportunities for effective education and 

training delivery for these occupations.  
• Develop an integrated and comprehensive action plan.  
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ALLIED FISHERIES: University of Alaska Partnership with the  
Fisheries, Seafood and Maritime Industries 

October 7, 2011 
 

 
In June 2011, University of Alaska President Patrick Gamble appointed a UA Allied 
Fisheries Working Group to support the creation of an integrated plan that prepares 
Alaskans through education and training to engage in the business, management and 
workforce opportunities in the fisheries, seafood and maritime industries. The fisheries, 
seafood, and maritime industries are among the largest private employers in Alaska and 
contribute to the economies of many of Alaska’s rural and urban communities. Although 
the University of Alaska offers various programs and courses that are useful to these 
industries, UA has no identifier or coordinated process to link these programs. To better 
serve the workforce development and training needs of this important sector, UA has 
launched a system-wide initiative to coordinate programs and course offerings and to fill 
gaps in current offerings. 
 
Allied Fisheries is a cross-campus University of Alaska collaborative initiative to 
assess and enhance the development and delivery of programs, courses, research 
and information that meet the employment needs of the fisheries, seafood and 
maritime industries.  
 
The goals of the University of Alaska’s Allied Fisheries initiative are: 

• To sustain and enhance the economy and the communities of Alaska by 
developing education and training that supports a responsive workforce enabling 
the fishing, seafood and maritime industries to stay vibrant and substantial 
contributors to the state.  

• To support Alaskans, particularly young Alaskans, in discovering and preparing 
for the wide range of employment opportunities in the fishing, seafood and 
maritime industries. 

 
The University of Alaska’s Allied Fisheries initiative will: 

• Allow Alaskans to access comprehensive training and education programs 
that will enable them to meet the workforce needs and take advantage of the 
career opportunities in these large, statewide, varied industries; 

• Provide a coordinated approach among all levels of training and education 
from high school through graduate school and among all UA campuses. Each 
program will have a clear pathway to other programs in a coordinated manner. 

• Develop and deliver programs that are innovative and responsive in their 
timing, geographic reach and delivery methods to address diverse learning styles 
and situations defined by industry and community partners. 

• Provide applied research and technical assistance to the fisheries, seafood and 
maritime industries.  
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• Collaborate with and be accountable to the industry and coastal communities 
at all levels of this effort. This collaboration can happen in many ways such as:  
advising on planning and development, providing instructors for specialized 
training, providing space and equipment for specialized training, hosting tours of 
facilities, recruiting students, supporting students through internships and 
facilitating employment opportunities for trained students.  
 

UAF, UAA and UAS all will participate in the Allied Fisheries program to provide 
access training and education opportunities to Alaskans across the state.  The Allied 
Fisheries Working Group has begun to identify issues related to meeting workforce needs 
for these industries and to work collaboratively to prioritize communication, connectivity 
of programs and gaps and develop solutions. 
 
Why Link Fisheries, Seafood and Maritime? 
 
Skill sets among the fisheries/seafood/maritime industries overlap with one another and 
can create a greater capacity of students that can take advantage of training and education 
opportunities.  Fisheries, seafood and maritime fields have specialized needs for which, 
in many cases, no or limited training is available in Alaska. Linking these industries 
together, gives the University a better likelihood of creating class sizes needed to initiate 
and continue to offer particular programs of study; to coordinate and collaborate with 
non-UA education and training providers in Alaska; and to ensure education and training 
programs are meeting industry needs. 
 
 
Overview of the Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime Industries 
 
The fishing/seafood industry is Alaska’s largest private sector employer, providing 
70,000 persons with seasonal or year around jobs. Nearly half of those people work in 
seafood processing and most of the other half are commercial fishermen, either owners or 
crewmembers, nearly all of whom function as independent self-employed businesses. 
The 70,000 figure includes workers in a variety of businesses that support the industry, 
from fuel dealers to equipment suppliers to ground, sea and air transport to lawyers and 
accounting firms. The fisheries sector also includes fisheries research and management, 
private non-profit salmon culture and for-profit shellfish culture.  
 
Alaska leads the nation in fisheries landings, totaling about 1.8 million metric tons, worth 
$1.3 billion to harvesters and $3.3 billion at the first wholesale level. About 30 large 
shore-based processors dominate production ands another 100 smaller companies 
including many small catcher-processors contribute significantly to the total. Processing 
wages alone total nearly $290 million annually. 
 
The Community Development Quota program, which assigns 10% of Bering Sea 
groundfish and crab quotas to six non-profit corporations representing 65 Western Alaska 
villages, generates 1,600 jobs and $180 million in benefits annually. From 1992 through 
2008 the program generated $285 million in wages. 
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The non-fisheries maritime sector includes many industries operating on Alaska’s coastal 
and offshore waters, including cargo shipping and lightering, passenger transportation, 
ports and harbors, oceanographic and geophysical exploration relating to oil/gas/mineral 
extraction, Coast Guard and other military support and operations, recreation and tourism 
and oceanographic research. 
 
More than 30 ports and harbors, from Metlakatla to Nome, serve the fishing, 
transportation and tourism industries. Ninety percent of all goods and supplies consumed 
in Alaska arrive by sea transport, and 90% of those consumed in the state outside of 
Southeast Alaska first enter via the Port of Anchorage alone. The Alaska Marine 
Highway system employs 1,100 people. The U.S. Coast Guard employs 1,800 people on 
24 bases, stations and ships in the state. More than a thousand charter and tour boat 
companies and more than 30 marine transportation companies operate in Alaska.  
 
Maritime industries employee demands are difficult to quantify because there are many 
kinds of employers and many job classifications. Some hiring is done out of state and 
offshore jobs many not even be reported to the State of Alaska.  
 
More than 80 occupations in the state have been identified as related to the fisheries, 
seafood or maritime industries. Some specific occupational fields include: fisheries 
science, marine biology, marine hydroacoustics, marine hydraulics, refrigeration and 
power generation specialties, marine electronics, ocean engineering, underwater 
construction, marine bio-remediation, logistics, vessel operations and safety, shipwrights 
and fabricators, fisheries business management, marketing, maritime law and maritime 
environmental law. 
 
There is significant potential to expand employment of Alaskans in many of these 
occupations. Some of these industries—particularly seafood processing—tend to be 
viewed by Alaskans as low-wage, unskilled occupations that are unattractive career 
options.  The reality is that the seafood processing industry and other fisheries, seafood 
and maritime industries include many high-skilled and well-paid occupations that provide 
stable and rewarding careers with opportunities to advance into top management 
positions. 
 
Moving Forward: Benchmarks and Timeline for UA Allied Fisheries 
Working Group 
 
Why Now? 
 
Underscoring the importance of the industry to Alaska’s state, regional and local 
economies is the fact that the Alaska Workforce Investment Board recognizes the seafood 
industry as one of eight priority industries in the state. However, a statewide strategic 
workforce development plan does not yet exist for the seafood/maritime industry. 
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For the past four years, the Rasmuson Foundation has been funding and providing 
guidance to the School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences to improve the undergraduate 
Fisheries program and increase enrollment.  Rasmuson Foundation is now examining 
how best to support employment in the many related occupations that encompass the 
fishing and seafood industries.  
 
In October 2010, the University of Alaska Fairbanks Marine Advisory Program on behalf 
of the Alaska Marine Science and Fisheries Career Coalition coordinated a statewide 
gathering in Anchorage funded by the National Marine Fisheries Service titled, the 
“North Pacific Marine Education and Training Program Workshop.”  Sixty five 
participants – including representatives from fisheries, marine technology and seafood 
related industries, educational entities, and public agencies – met and acknowledged the 
need to build a statewide workforce development plan. Additionally, it was recognized 
that current and accurate data about workforce needs, as well as education and training 
programs, are required to build and implement a plan.  
 
At an upcoming December meeting, convened by Rasmuson Foundation, the University 
looks forward to engaging industry and community leaders to work with the University 
and other stakeholders, to develop an education and training plan focusing on the 
fisheries, seafood and maritime industries. This is a key step in aligning systems to 
encourage and train Alaskans, particularly underserved populations, toward filling 
occupational opportunities in these industries.  
 
Included in this report is an inventory of fisheries, seafood and maritime related 
programs that are currently offered in the University system and that can be used as a 
foundation for written and web-based materials accessible to prospective students, 
counselors and teachers, industry and community members.   
 
 
Next Steps 
 
Moving forward, the Allied Fisheries Working Group recommends these steps and work 
products. 

 
• Establish a fisheries, seafood, maritime industries and community advisory 

group. A partnership with the University of Alaska and seafood/maritime 
industry stakeholders is the first step in developing an assessment of workforce 
needs, a gap analysis and prioritization of education and training opportunities. It 
is critical that this working group have the time and energy to ensure that the 
University’s work is on target. 

• Conduct an occupations inventory and workforce assessment. Gather, 
evaluate, and analyze fisheries/seafood/maritime industries occupation and 
workforce data to develop an inventory of current jobs and assess future trends. 
Conduct an industry needs assessment through interviews, surveys and other data 
collection methods to identify current and projected high demand occupations 
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within the fisheries/seafood/maritime industries using criteria developed by the 
industry advisory group. 

• Complete an education and training gap analysis and establish priorities.  
Working closely with the industry/community advisory group, state agencies and 
state and regional training centers, identify specific training, skills and 
educational background needed for current and projected high demand 
occupations.  Link the education and training inventory with the occupations 
inventory and workforce assessment to identify gaps and priorities for addressing 
gaps. Make recommendations for developing a data gathering and reporting 
process to measure changes in the industry’s occupational needs and priorities. 

• Identify unique constraints and opportunities for effective education and 
training delivery for these occupations.  In particular, identify geographic, time 
and technical constraints with regard to effective delivery, and opportunities to 
meet these constraints in potentially new or innovative ways.  

• Develop an integrated and comprehensive action plan.  The plan will include a 
comprehensive statement of capacity and plans to address existing and future 
education and training needs.  It also will include recommendations for outreach 
to the K-12 system and development of clear occupational pathways including 
program articulation. Funding strategies will depend on identified financial needs.  
Detail on a how to develop and maintain a strong partnership with and be 
accountable to industry and communities will be part of the plan. 

 
A number of work products will be helpful in developing a fisheries, seafood and 
maritime education and training plan: 

• An inventory of current UA offerings and programs related to the fisheries, 
seafood and maritime industries (Fall 2011). 

• An overview of current education and training opportunities related to fisheries, 
seafood and maritime offered in Alaska by non-UA programs (Fall 2011). 

• Establishment of an Industry Advisory Group (Winter 2012). 
• An inventory of jobs, occupations and relevant skills in the fisheries, seafood 

and maritime sectors. 
• A plan for both internal and external communication about the Allied 

Fisheries effort (Winter 2012). 
• A needs assessment for the current and future workforce in these industries. 

(Winter 2012). 
• A review of fisheries/seafood/maritime education and training programs in 

other states and countries with regard to potentially relevant experience and 
approaches (Spring 2012). 

• A gap analysis and list of priorities (Spring 2012). 
• An action plan and proposal of how to move forward (late Spring 2012). 
• A data collection methodology to measure change (late Spring 2012). 

 
Primary users of a fisheries, seafood and maritime education and training plan include: 

• Fisheries, seafood and maritime employers – for greater understanding of total 
industry workforce occupations; understanding of current education and training 
programs and providers for these industries; insight to future education and 
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training needs; building partnerships for a statewide approach to 
fisheries/seafood/maritime workforce development;  

• University of Alaska and other education and training providers – to address 
identified gaps in the education and training system based on industry identified 
needs for workforce development and to improve access to training and education 
opportunities. 

• State of Alaska Workforce Investment Board and related state agencies – for 
alignment and coordination of resources to support fisheries/seafood/maritime 
industry workforce development. 

• Current employees, those looking for work – for information on how to access 
education and training programs and employment opportunities in the 
fisheries/seafood/maritime industry. 

• Students, youth and school counselors looking for career opportunities and 
direction. 

 
Expected project outcomes include: 

• Understanding of the significant number of employment opportunities in Alaska’s 
fisheries/seafood/maritime industries. 

• Increased understanding of high priority occupations in the 
fisheries/seafood/maritime industries. 

• Development of partnerships to engage in addressing these needs. 
• Information and recommendations to enhance current data gathering and 

reporting to support seafood/maritime workforce development evaluation.  
• Leveraging resources and assets so stakeholders can strategically plan and invest 

in career and technical education related to fisheries/seafood/maritime-related 
industries. 
 

Expected project impacts include: 
• Increased understanding by Alaskans about the range of employment 

opportunities in these industries. 
• Increased access for coastal, rural and underserved populations to information 

about education, training, and employment opportunities in the 
fisheries/seafood/maritime industries. 

• Increased numbers of Alaskans engaging in the fisheries/seafood/maritime 
industries’ education, training, and employment opportunities. 

• Continuous improvement in Alaska’s education and training systems to 
communicate about and provide in-state opportunities to meet industry-required 
skills, knowledge, and qualifications. 

• Improve articulation of education and training programs, both credit and non-
credit, among education and training providers. 
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Inventory of UA Capacity, Educational and Training Offerings related 

to Fisheries, Seafood and Maritime Industries, 2011 
 
 
Background 
One of the first charges to the group was to “identify and inventory existing UA 
institutional capacity for training and education that supports all aspects of the fishing 
business industries, fisheries support and fisheries development in Alaska.”  The Allied 
Fisheries Working Group has broadened the inventory to include also the institutional 
capacity for training and education in support of the seafood and maritime industries. 
 
Subsequently, faculty and staff from the Marine Advisory Program and the UA Office of 
Workforce Programs examined program and course listings for the three University of 
Alaska MAUs and identified 87 program offerings that appeared to have application to 
professional education and technical training for occupations in the fisheries, seafood and 
maritime industries.   
 
Definitions:                                                                                                                                                         
Fisheries encompasses fisheries sciences including fisheries, marine biology and 
oceanographic research, sustainable management of fisheries and aquatic resources, 
aquaculture and fish and shellfish enhancement, as well as subsistence, sport and 
commercial fisheries, and fishery dependent communities.        
 
Seafood includes seafood science and engineering, seafood processing technology, 
product development, seafood logistics, business and marketing.       
 
Maritime encompasses a range of business and industries including marine 
transportation, marine tourism, ports and harbors, and the technology support component 
of marine research, oil and mineral prospecting and much more. 
 
Included in the first review were for-credit academic programs in the fisheries and marine 
sciences and seafood technology, as well as engineering, business, welding and 
mechanics programs and a range of other subject areas initially considered relevant.  
 
At the Allied Fisheries Working Group first face-to-face meeting on September 12, 2011, 
representatives from each MAU ranked the programs for relevance, leading to a smaller 
list of programs that currently serve the education and training needs of fisheries, seafood 
and maritime occupations.    
 
The ranking definitions used were as follows: 
1 = Directly relevant to the fishing, seafood or maritime industries, actively engaged and 
training students. 
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2 = Active program, some interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries or 
offered in coastal areas, easily adapted or expanded 
3 = Program has little or no interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries, but 
there is potential to interact through broadening curriculum or geographic reach 
 
From the 87 originally inventoried programs, 33 University of Alaska degree programs 
were ranked as #1, or directly relevant and delivering training to the fishing, seafood 
or maritime industry stakeholders. They are: 
 
7 Occupational Endorsements (Commercial Refrigeration and Logistics, Diesel Heavy 
Duty, Diesel Marine Mechanics, Diesel USCG Marine Oiler, Marine Engine Room 
Preparation, Marine Transportation, Welding,) 
3 Certificate programs (Coastal and Port Engineering, Fisheries Technology, Welding) 
7 AAS programs (Diesel Technology, Fisheries Technology, Occupational Safety and 
Health, Oil Spill Response, Power Technology Refrigeration and Heat Technology, 
Welding,) 
2 Minors (Fisheries, Marine Biology) 
3 BA programs (Biology, Fisheries, Global Logistics) 
1 BBA program (Logistics) 
3 BS programs (Biology, Fisheries, Marine Biology) 
4 MS programs (Fisheries, Global Logistics, Marine Biology, Oceanography,) 
3 PhD programs (Fisheries, Marine Biology, Oceanography) 
 
In addition to these programs, each year 30 to 40 non-credit workshops or short courses 
are offered by the UAF Marine Advisory Program and at some campuses on topics such 
as fishing technology, fisheries business, seafood product quality and safety, marketing 
and energy efficiency. These courses are offered on an as-needed, statewide basis and are 
not listed in the University’s program catalogues. Examples of these short courses or 
workshops are found in the Appendix. 
 
Every year, some classes focusing on Alaska fisheries are taught in various departments 
across the University system on an annual or periodic basis. One example is the current 
Econ A294 - Introduction to Fisheries Economics and Markets taught annually by UAA 
Professor Gunnar Knapp.   
 
In addition, UAA Community and Technical College has, for the last 20 years, contracted 
with the National Marine Fisheries Service to offer a 3-week intensive training course in 
Anchorage to prepare observers, for federal fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska and Bering 
Sea. The North Pacific Fishery Observer Training Center trains over 500 observers each 
year and has become the primary training center for observers. Unfortunately, this 
contract will likely sunset in March due to budget constraints faced by the federal agency 
who will continue this training in Seattle. 
 
Ranked as #2 in relevance are 47 additional programs (Active program, some 
interaction with the fishing, seafood and maritime industries or offered in coastal 
areas, easily adapted or expanded). They include:  
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4 Occupational Endorsements (Accounting, Commercial Refrigeration Computer 
Information and Office Systems, Entry level Welder) 
11 Certificate programs (Accounting Technician, Diesel Heavy Equipment, 
Environmental Regulation and Permitting (graduate certificate), GIS, Industrial Safety 
Program Support, Mechanical Technology, Power Generation, Power Plant, Safety, 
Health, Environmental Awareness Technology Small Business Management, Supply 
Chain Management (graduate certificate) 
10 AAS programs (Accounting, Applied Accounting, Applied Business, Computer 
Information and Office Systems, Computer Network Technician Environmental Studies, 
General Business, Industrial Technology and Safety Management, Process Technology) 
3 Minors (Applied Accounting, Applied Business, Environmental Science) 
3 BBA  (Accounting, Entrepreneurship, Marketing) 
3 BA programs (Economics, Geography and Environmental Studies, Rural Development) 
7 BS programs (Environmental Science, Mechanical Engineering, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering, Natural Resource Management and Geography, Natural Sciences, 
Resource and Applied Economics, Wildlife Biology and Conservation) 
1 MA program (Rural Development) 
1 MBA (General Management) 
2 MS (Environmental Quality Science, Project Management) 
2 PhD programs (Natural Resources and Sustainability, Wildlife Biology and 
Conservation) 
 
A list of all programs ranked as #1, #2 and #3 are listed in the Appendix.  Listing of 
programs by Fisheries, Seafood and Maritime sectors follow the overall list in the 
Appendix.  
 
In AY11, there were 7,592 students enrolled in programs ranked as #1 or #2.   Average 
number of graduates in these programs from 2006-2011 was 922 per year. 
 
 
Student Access, Faculty Capacity, Geographic Reach and Delivery Methods:  
 
Currently, the majority of students, classes and research related to the fisheries and 
seafood industries are housed in the UAF School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences 
(SFOS).  Students are generally located in either Fairbanks or Juneau, although some 
graduate students study in Seward and Kodiak.  SFOS is based in Fairbanks, but many 
faculty members work in sites around the state. Fairbanks-based faculty conduct research 
in marine and freshwater fisheries, marine biology, and oceanography. In addition, they 
provide graduate instruction in all three disciplines and offer undergraduate training in 
marine biology and fisheries. The UAF SFOS Juneau Center has 10 faculty members 
engaged in research, training fisheries and marine biology graduate students and fisheries 
undergraduate students.  Faculty based in Juneau are engaged in public service to 
agencies responsible for management of fisheries and other living marine resources.  
Four SFOS faculty members are located in Seward where they conduct research and 
support graduate students in marine biology. The UAF Seward Marine Center will serve 
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as homeport for the R/V Sikuliaq, the newest vessel in the University-National 
Oceanographic Laboratory System fleet. The Sikuliaq will create new opportunities for 
education and training in the fisheries and maritime sectors. 
 
Five faculty members are housed at the UAF SFOS Kodiak Center (Fishery Industrial 
Technology Center).  They focus primarily on seafood science through applied research, 
support for graduate students and provide direct service to the seafood industry.   
 
Fifteen UAF SFOS Marine Advisory Program faculty members work in 9 coastal 
communities including Nome, Bethel, Dillingham, Unalaska, Anchorage, Kodiak, 
Cordova, Petersburg and Ketchikan.  MAP, as part of the University of Alaska’s Sea 
Grant College Program, is primarily focused on service related to coastal community 
priorities and provides informal education, applied research and technical assistance. 
 
The UAF College of Rural and Community Development supports 5 rural campuses.  
Marine Advisory faculty members are located in four of these campuses and support 
local regions with non-credit, as-needed workshops and trainings (see workshop list in 
Appendix). There are no consistent formal offerings from CRCD campuses that are 
related directly to fisheries/seafood or maritime occupations, although in the past these 
campuses (in particular the Bristol Bay Campus) have hosted a number of Special Topics 
classes in Marine Safety, Net mending, Small Engine Repair, HACCP and others.  
 
CRCD also offers the BA and MA in Rural Development (RD) at its campuses.  RD has 
been a very successful program and is compatible with many rural students’ lifestyles, 
including a number of current employees of CDQ groups. It is possible to follow a 
natural resources and/or community development focus in the RD program and one 
faculty member, based at the Bristol Bay Campus, has some expertise in fisheries policy. 
 
 
Anchorage is home to UAA’s Global Logistics program and the North Pacific Fishery 
Observer Training Center. Several faculty members at the Institute of Social and 
Economic Research and other departments, while generally not teaching classes about 
fisheries, seafood or maritime interests, have contributed significantly to applied research 
about the fishing and seafood industry.  
 
The Alaska Native Science and Engineering Program at UAA (with a similar program 
offered at UAF) has a program in biology supporting students interested in fisheries and 
wildlife biology occupations through tutoring sessions, peer group support and funded 
summer internships and scholarships. 
 
The Prince William Sound Community College in Valdez has a number of fisheries, 
seafood and maritime offerings, particularly oil spill response. There are no dedicated 
fisheries/seafood/maritime faculty members; the PWSCC Training Coordinator 
coordinates these programs.   
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UAA also oversees rural campuses in Kenai, Homer, and Kodiak. UAA’s Kodiak 
College offers oil spill response, OSHA and Hazwoper classes and workplace-readiness 
programs such as math skills, writing skills and ESL training. There are no dedicated 
faculty members or programs in fisheries/seafood or maritime areas at the Kodiak, Kenai 
or Homer campuses at this time. However, UAF Fisheries courses have been offered 
through UA videoconferencing system to Kenai and Homer as demand warrants. 
 
UAS hosts a number of programs related to fisheries and maritime industries 
including Marine Transportation, Diesel Technology, an on-line marine hydraulics course 
and the Fisheries Technology certificate and AAS program offered statewide through e-
learning.  There are six faculty members supporting these programs.  
 
UAS has six faculty members that support an undergraduate program in marine biology 
based in Juneau and Sitka. Three UAS Marine Biology faculty members hold joint 
appointments with the UAF SFOS Fisheries Division and two more hold affiliate 
appointments in SFOS. As joint and affiliate faculty, they engage in research and direct 
graduate students.  
 
 
Educational pathways and advising 
 
The Marine Transportation program at UAS follows some clear educational pathways 
designed by the maritime industry. The Fisheries Technology Program has established 
educational pathways to include formal Tech Prep agreements with some secondary 
schools Southeast and has a formal articulation agreement with the BA or BS degree in 
Fisheries at UAF.  UAS Marine Biology students can include UAF Fisheries courses in 
their undergraduate programs and often continue in graduate studies at UAF in Marine 
Biology or Fisheries. 
 
Educational pathways for students pursuing occupations as fisheries managers, fisheries 
biologists and fisheries policy analysts and regulators are fairly straightforward and 
available through guidance from UAF SFOS faculty and at other locations. 
 
There are opportunities to expand and establish educational pathways established for 
fisheries/seafood and maritime occupations.  Advising and educational pathways for 
these occupations in the University system currently are limited to individual faculty or 
program staff with little interconnection.  There is no coordinated tracking and the 
Allied Fisheries Working Group is the first attempt at the University to look at these 
occupations as linked. 
 
 
 
Distance Education 
 
Approximately 30% of the fisheries, seafood and maritime related courses mentioned 
in the inventory are offered via e-learning, including Blackboard, Elluminate Live or 
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videoconferencing. Some classes require students to attend a scheduled class session 
while others do not. 
 
The UAF School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences offers most of its courses via 
videoconference to other University sites or locations with access to UA 
videoconferencing systems or that the students can access via personal computer.  This 
broadens the reach of these classes but limits access to individuals in the vicinity of a UA 
site or in communities with enough bandwidth to use videoconferencing.  As this method 
of delivery increases, IT limitations will likely present challenges. 
 
The UAS Fisheries Technology Program uses a variety of e-learning platforms to deliver 
their curriculum including UAS online, Elluminate Live and Blackboard and requires in-
person attendance at field and lab sessions to assess work readiness. 
 
UAS offered a marine hydraulics class this year via an online asynchronous format with a 
live consultant available over a 72-hour period.  This is a good example of an “out of the 
box” format that can be well received by non-traditional students. 
 
Internships  
 
Internships and experiential learning courses are offered by a number of programs for 
credit.  An internship is a mandatory requirement in the BA and BS program in Fisheries 
and in the AAS and certificate program in Fisheries Technology.  Other programs listed 
in the inventory offer optional internships to students.   
 
 
K-12 sponsored outreach 
 
A number of diverse K-12 programs are offered by the University of Alaska by 
various programs within the system.  Many focus on preparing students for STEM 
careers and careers in fisheries biology or marine science.  The Marine Transportation 
program at UAS Ketchikan links high school students and junior high school students 
with maritime occupations.  The UAF SFOS Kodiak Center (FITC) is partnering with 
Kodiak High School to offer a yearlong seafood science class this year.   
 
Marine Advisory Program agents work with youth in a variety of ways, including 
coaching National Ocean Science Bowl teams, participating in summer youth camps, 
mentoring interns, and providing information to students at local career fairs. 
 
A list of ongoing K-12 directed University of Alaska programs is listed in the Appendix. 
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Overview by Fishing, Seafood and Maritime Industry Sectors 
 
Looking at the fishing, seafood and maritime sectors by occupational type, below are 
comments on the University of Alaska’s offerings that prepare students for these jobs.  
 
 
Fisheries Management or Resource Assessment 
 
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game employs 1,400 persons statewide in fisheries 
assessment, regulatory and management positions.  Other state, federal agencies and 
NGOs also employ professionals involved in fisheries assessment, regulatory and 
management positions. This provides significant employment opportunities throughout 
the state. 
 
The UAF School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences (SFOS) prepares graduates for 
careers in fisheries science or management and policy. It offers a BA or BS in Fisheries, 
an MS and a PhD program in Fisheries.  Since 2000, over 70 graduates of the MS and 
PhD programs in Fisheries have taken employment with the Alaska Department of Fish 
and Game, the National Marine Fisheries Service, or other State and Federal agencies in 
Alaska. With the integration of seafood science faculty into the Fisheries division, 
students can now receive a graduate degree in Fisheries with a seafood emphasis. SFOS 
also offers a Minor in Fisheries. The growth of the Fisheries program has been supported 
significantly by a 6-year grant from the Rasmuson Foundation. SFOS graduate programs 
have also benefited from two major National Science Foundation grants that support 
studies in Marine Ecosystem Sustainability in the Arctic and Subarctic (PhD) and 
Sustainable Ecosystem-based Management of Living Marine Resources (MS). 
 
The areas of marine policy, economics, social science analysis areas are supported by two 
SFOS faculty members, an economist who holds the Ted Stevens distinguished professor 
of Marine Policy and a fisheries anthropologist focusing on Human Dimensions.  Other 
UAF, UAA and UAS economics, political science and anthropology faculty contribute to 
meeting occupational and training needs in marine policy and analysis.  Support for this 
area could benefit from UA making offerings in this area more visible to potential 
students and employers. 
 
The UAS Juneau and Sitka campuses offer a BS in Marine Biology. UAS Ketchikan 
campus offers a certificate and an AAS in Fisheries Technology and is planning to add 
Occupational Endorsements.  Designed to fill workforce needs in private non-profit 
salmon hatcheries as well as agency (state and federal) positions as fisheries technicians, 
the program was approved in 2004. Students from the Fisheries Technology Program are 
hired in salmon enhancement facilities and management entities such Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game and the US Forest Service. The program recently went through a 
program review and is looking to expand statewide, working currently with the Prince 
William Sound Community College, UAA’s Kodiak College and the UAF Bristol Bay 
Campus. 
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The UAF College of Rural and Community Development Interior Aleutian Campus 
offers a program in Tribal Management that includes courses relevant to tribal 
environmental professionals. 
 
 
Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime Business and Marketing 
 
Business, marketing and finance are critical skills needed and provide related-jobs at all 
levels of fishing, seafood and maritime industries. This can range widely from basic 
business skills for individual harvesters, to more sophisticated business and accounting 
skills needed by larger companies or CDQ groups, to advanced marketing skills for major 
seafood corporations. 
 
Accounting, business, and economics degrees and courses are offered at all main 
campuses and many community based campuses at a wide variety of levels.  However, 
none of these programs currently focus on training specific to fisheries, seafood or 
maritime industries. UAA has a range of offerings in Logistics from the Certificate to the 
MS level.  UAS offers a Bachelors Degree in Business Administration focusing on 
marketing which might easily be adapted to incorporate seafood.   
 
Fishing business operations training (designed primarily for independent fish harvesters) 
is addressed as a non-credit, informal education program offered statewide as needed by 
the UAF Marine Advisory Program.  The program titled “Fisheries Business 
Assistance Project” or FishBiz includes a series of workshops, financial management 
tools and information found on the Marine Advisory Program website.  Approximately, 6 
MAP faculty members have some expertise in this field and offer training and technical 
assistance.  Funding for a Fisheries Business Specialist faculty position was recently 
ended and that position, based in Juneau, is now vacant. 
 
An alternative to focusing accounting, business or economics programs specifically on 
fisheries, seafood or maritime issues is to provide opportunities for students enrolled in 
those programs to take courses that would help them acquire relevant fisheries, seafood 
or maritime education to supplement their training in their regular fields.  This represents 
an alternative potential approach to educating students for fishing/seafood/maritime 
related employment opportunities in these fields.  The Fisheries Minor offered at UAF 
Fisheries is designed to enrich other degree programs such as Business, Accounting, 
Economics, Biology and Natural Resource Management.  The minor was first offered in 
AY11, so outcome metrics are not yet available. 
 
The UAF College of Rural and Community Development (CRCD) offers a BA and 
MA in Rural Development (RD) focusing on community leadership, including business 
plan and grant proposal writing, community visioning and planning processes, computer 
business applications, and project management and evaluation techniques. Graduates 
typically take positions with tribal and municipal governments, fisheries, tourism and 
other private businesses, Native corporations, regional health corporations or non-profits, 
and state/federal agencies. One of the five areas of emphasis includes Land, Resources 
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and Environmental Management, and likely could be expanded to include a fisheries, 
seafood or maritime focus, perhaps in partnership with SFOS. The RD program is offered 
via e-learning and many of their students live in rural Alaska. 
 
As mentioned earlier, fisheries economics classes are offered by SFOS faculty and UAA 
ISER faculty member Gunnar Knapp and others in the UA system. 
 
Fish Harvesting Technical Training 
 
UAS, UAA and UAF offer training in technical skills that could benefit 
commercial fishermen although few are currently directed at harvesters only.  
Occupational endorsements and certificates are available in the UA system in 
diesel mechanics, welding and commercial refrigeration.  
 
The UAF Marine Advisory Program provides workshops or training classes for fish 
harvesters on an as-needed and as-resources-permit basis and almost always as non-
credit, often in partnership with the local campus (see Appendix). The Bristol Bay 
Campus has also offered periodic fishermen’s training classes as has Prince William 
Sound Community College. 
 
Marine refrigeration is now offered through MAP as rotating port-to-port workshops. 
Marine hydraulics is offered by UAS as an online, asynchronous class with a live-chat 
technical consultant.  
 
A recent survey by the Marine Advisory Program found that of 182 respondents, 52% felt 
that the University of Alaska should offer a formal training program for fish harvesters.  
 
Seafood Processing Technical Occupations 
 
UAS, UAA and UAF all offer training in technical skills that could benefit 
seafood processors although few are currently directed at the seafood industry 
only.  Occupational endorsements and certificates are available in the UA system 
in diesel mechanics, welding and commercial refrigeration.  
 
The UAF Marine Advisory Program offers several trainings and workshops related to 
seafood processors (see Appendix).  HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point) is 
mandatory for seafood processors and has been offered around the state by MAP for over 
a decade.  The Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute, sponsored by MAP, an 
intensive professional development course for mid-level managers is beginning its third 
class in 5 years in November with 21 seafood processors from 10 communities and 12 
companies participating.  
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Maritime Industry Occupations 
 
As with fish harvesting, business and seafood processing, UAF, UAS and UAA all offer 
courses that contribute to training for maritime occupations.   
 
UAS Ketchikan has a Marine Transportation program that prepares for candidates for 
certification and licensing as tow boat and tour boat operators.  They also train  
for an Able Seaman (now called Able Seafarer) to work on Marine Highway System 
ferries and other large vessels. It provides nearly all the training required for large vessel 
deck officers and has plans to fill in those curriculum gaps in the next few years. 
 
UAS also offers several Occupational Endorsements including Marine Engine Room 
Preparation and Diesel/Marine.  Both articulate with the AAS in Power Technology. 
 
A Career Training for Ports and Marinas online series of classes offered by UAS Sitka 
Campus leads to a Certificate of Accomplishment recognized by the Pacific Coast 
Congress of Harbormasters and Port Administrators. 
 
UAA offers a graduate certificate in Coastal and Port Engineering as an option in the MS 
or Masters in Civil Engineering (MCE) degree programs. 
 
Prince William Sound Community College provides training in oil spill response, 
Hazwoper (Kodiak Campus also offers this), safety management, cold water safety, and 
millwright.  It also has a program in outdoor leadership, which is applicable to marine 
tourism. 
 
Other programs that provide education or training for work in marine tourism include the 
Alaska Naturalist at the Sitka campus of UAS, entrepreneurship and economic 
development courses at UAA’s Center for Economic Development, and various marine 
recreation and tourism short courses provided by the UAF Marine Advisory Program. 
 
At this point the UA system has no programs in many of the high-demand maritime 
technical fields such as naval architecture/marine engineering, shipbuilding, aluminum 
fabrication, hydroacoustics, robotics, marine electronics, materials testing, corrosion 
control, fiberglass and composites engineering and construction, ocean energy, and port 
operations. 
 
The Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development’s Alaska Vocational 
Technical Education Center (AVTEC) in Seward offers training for mariners. An 
important issue for consideration is whether there are ways the University of Alaska and 
AVTEC could coordinate efforts more effectively to address education and training needs 
related to maritime industries. 
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Industry Advisory Committees 
 
The School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences has 13-member Advisory Council designed 
to provide the University of Alaska Fairbanks in developing program areas and priorities 
for the School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences.  It is made up of academic, agency, NGO 
and industry representatives.  The Fishery Industrial Technology Center has ten-member 
FITC Policy Council to advise the FITC with program and planning guidance.  The 
Policy Council membership and function are likely to be under revision soon following 
recommendations of the UAF FITC program review.   
 
The UAS Fisheries Technology Program has a 13-member industry advisory committee 
that provides guidance to the program to ensure curriculum and offerings are meeting 
regional needs of fisheries workforce.   
 
The UAS Marine Transportation Program has an 8-member industry advisory committee 
that includes working fishermen and farmers, Alaska Marine pilots, high school maritime 
instructor for K-12 outreach coordination, tugboat pilots, among others. 
 
The Alaska Sea Grant College Program has a 24-member advisory committee composed 
of individuals from an array of stakeholder groups representing all regions of the state. 
The Advisory Committee provides valuable guidance in identifying state priorities for 
research, education, and extension within the subset of National Sea Grant themes. 
 
All of the community-based campuses mentioned in this inventory have local advisory 
committees who likely contain some representation from fishing, seafood or maritime 
related employers. 
 
External to the University of Alaska, the Alaska Workforce Investment Board (AWIB), 
under the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development provides policy 
oversight of state and federally funded job training and vocational education programs. 
While seafood is identified by AWIB as one of eight priority occupations, a workforce 
development plan for this industry has not been developed.  
 
Inventory Conclusions 
 

• Collectively, the fisheries, seafood and maritime programs offered within the 
UA system meet many of the education and training needs of prospective 
employees in these industries.  However, they lack coordination, planning, 
and a cohesive identity. Outside of fisheries biology and management, fisheries, 
seafood or maritime specific courses may be difficult to locate or identify, are 
generally not organized into career tracks, and in most cases are not 
comprehensive in content coverage. Without question there are major gaps in the 
UA system’s content offerings needed to meet workforce training demands in 
these industries.  But equally important is the need to elevate these industries to 
an educational priority that will recognize the needs and opportunities and will 
provide career education and training tracks to prospective students. 
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• The UA advisory committees identified in this inventory each address part 
but not all of the educational and training needs of the fishing, seafood and 
maritime industries and coastal communities that depend on them. 

• Fisheries - Almost the entire faculty capacity in programs focusing on fisheries 
consists of the Fisheries division faculty members (UAF SFOS), Marine Advisory 
Program faculty members (UAF SFOS) and two UAS faculty in the Fisheries 
Technology program. Although some faculty members in other parts of the 
system are engaged in fisheries education, training and research, it is generally as 
individuals rather than within a directed program.  Formal training in fisheries is 
primarily focused on biology and management related occupations. Business and 
technical skills are offered primarily as non-credit, informal classes.  

• Seafood - Five seafood faculty members at the UAF SFOS Kodiak Center 
provide some targeted seafood industry training and public service but in general 
there is no comprehensive training program to serve the seafood industry 
other than at the seafood science graduate student level in the UA system.  

• Maritime - The University of Alaska Southeast provides training for maritime 
industries and has growth potential. Other than these programs, the UA system 
has few courses or programs addressing the employment and training needs 
of the maritime industries.  

• Business and marketing training specific to the fisheries, seafood and 
maritime industries currently is not directly addressed in the UA system 
other than through informal education and short courses. 

• Depending on industry and community identified needs, there may be room 
to revamp and enhance existing programs; collaborate with non-UA 
education and training providers; or create new programs. A number of 
programs are potentially easily adaptable or have the potential to grow—including 
Rural Development, Fisheries Technology and Marine Transportation and 
Technology.  Some type of formal training program for commercial fishermen 
should be considered. 
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UA Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime Programs- 2011

Biology Y 1 Credit BA 155 7
Anchorage/Homer/
Soldotna (Distance) Annual In person/ Biology Anchorage UAA

Biology Y 1 Credit BS 575 25
Anchorage/Homer/
Soldotna (Distance) Annual In person/ Biology Anchorage UAA

Biology Y 1 Credit BA 169 7 Fairbanks Annual In person Biology Fairbanks UAF

Biology Y 1 Credit BS 584 34 Fairbanks Annual In person Biology Fairbanks UAF

Biology Y 1 Credit BA 16 7 Juneau Annual In person Biology Juneau UAS

Biology Y 1 Credit BS 40 7 Juneau Annual In person Biology Juneau UAS

Biology Y 1 Credit MS 58 8 Fairbanks Annual In person Biology Fairbanks UAF

Biology Y 1 Credit MS 31 4 Anchorage Annual In person Biology Anchorage UAA

Biology Y 1 Credit PhD 71 8 Fairbanks Annual In person Biology Fairbanks UAF

Biology Y 1 Credit PhD 9 N/A Anchorage Annual In person Biology Anchorage UAA

Career Training for Ports  and Marinas Y 1
Non-
Credit COA N/A N/A Statewide Online Annual

distance 
education

Career 
Training Sitka UAS

Commercial Refrigeration Y Y Y 1 Credit OEC N/A N/A Palmer Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education CTC MatSu UAA

Diesel Heavy Duty Y Y Y 1 Credit OEC 4 2 Juneau Annual In person
Career 
Education Juneau UAS

Diesel Marine Mechanics Y Y Y 1 Credit OEC 1 1 Juneau Annual In person
Career 
Education Juneau UAS

Diesel Technology Y Y Y 1 Credit AAS N/A 1 Anchorage Annual
In person, 
Blackboard CTC Anchorage UAA

Diesel Technology Y Y Y 1 Credit AAS N/A N/A Juneau Annual
In person, 
Blackboard

Career 
Education Juneau UAS

Diesel USCG Marine Oiler Y 1 Credit OEC N/A 1 Juneau Annual In person
Career 
Education Juneau UAS

Fisheries Y Y 1 Credit N BA 25 TBD
Kodiak,Juneau, 
Fairbanks Annual

in person, 
videoconference
, some 
blackboard

SFOS/
Fisheries Fairbanks UAF

Fisheries Y 1 credit N BS 104 8
Kodiak,Juneau, 
Fairbanks Annual

in person, 
videoconference
, some 
blackboard

SFOS/
Fisheries Fairbanks UAF
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UA Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime Programs- 2011

Examples of occupations associated with 
this training Program Contact Person Program Website

Biology 

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, fishery 
tech, researcher, teacher, research assistant, 
biologist, environmental program manager

Annie Passarello; 786-4378 
anmap3@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA)
Debbie Tobin, 907-235-1607 Kachemak Bay 
Campus
David Wartinbee, 907-262-0377,KPC

www.uaa.alaska.edu/biology

Biology 

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, fishery 
tech, researcher, teacher, research assistant, 
biologist, environmental program manager

Annie Passarello; 786-4378 
anmap3@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA)
Debbie Tobin, 907-235-1607 Kachemak Bay 
Campus
David Wartinbee, 907-262-0377,KPC

www.uaa.alaska.edu/biology

Biology 

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, fishery 
tech, researcher, teacher, research assistant, 
biologist, environmental program manager

Carolyn Chapin, Advising Coordinator; 907-474-
5548;  carolyn.chapin@alaska.edu (UAF)

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/arts_sciences/naturalsciences/b
iology/index.html

Biology 

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, fishery 
tech, researcher, teacher, research assistant, 
biologist, environmental program manager

Carolyn Chapin, Advising Coordinator; 907-474-
5548;  carolyn.chapin@alaska.edu (UAF) http://www.bw.uaf.edu/undergraduates/index.php

Biology 

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, fishery 
tech, researcher, teacher, research assistant, 
biologist, environmental program manager

Heather Bennet/Laura Hosey - 796-6201, 
asadvising@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/arts_sciences/naturalsciences/b
iology/index.html

Biology 

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, fishery 
tech, researcher, teacher, research assistant, 
biologist, environmental program manager

Heather Bennet/Laura Hosey - 796-6201, 
asadvising@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/arts_sciences/naturalsciences/b
iology/index.html

Biology 

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, fishery 
tech, researcher, teacher, research assistant, 
biologist, environmental program manager

Carolyn Chapin, Advising Coordinator; 907-474-
5548;  carolyn.chapin@alaska.edu (UAF) http://www.bw.uaf.edu/graduates/index.php

Biology 

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, fishery 
tech, researcher, teacher, research assistant, 
biologist, environmental program manager

Annie Passarello; 786-4378 
anmap3@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA)
Debbie Tobin, 907-235-1607 Kachemak Bay 
Campus
David Wartinbee, 907-262-0377,KPC

www.uaa.alaska.edu/biology

Biology 

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, fishery 
tech, researcher, teacher, research assistant, 
biologist, environmental program manager

Carolyn Chapin, Advising Coordinator; 907-474-
5548;  carolyn.chapin@alaska.edu (UAF) http://www.bw.uaf.edu/undergraduates/index.php

Biology 

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, fishery 
tech, researcher, teacher, research assistant, 
biologist, environmental program manager

Carolyn Chapin, Advising Coordinator; 907-474-
5548;  carolyn.chapin@alaska.edu (UAF)

www.uaa.alaska.edu/biology

Career Training for Ports  and Marinas
harbor master, port administer, marina 
operator Tiffany Gluth; tgluth@alaska.edu; 907-747-7762 http:www.uas.alaska.edu/sitka/coed/ports_marinas_html

Commercial Refrigeration refrigeration specialist, repairman info@matsu.alaska.edu; 907-745-9746 http://matsu.alaska.edu/about/academics/

Diesel Heavy Duty Mechanic and service technician 
Chuck Craig; 907-796-6129; 
chuck.craig@uas.alaska.edu (UAS) http://www.uas.alaska.edu/diesel/programs/heavyduty.html

Diesel Marine Mechanics
mechanic specializing in marine diesel 
equipment

Chuck Craig; 907-796-6129; 
chuck.craig@uas.alaska.edu (UAS) http://www.uas.alaska.edu/diesel/programs/marine.html

Diesel Technology mechanic specializing in diesel 

907-786-1485 (UAA)
ayadt@uaa.alaska.edu
Kelly Smith

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/academic/adt/

Diesel Technology mechanic specializing in diesel 
Chuck Craig; 907-796-6129; 
chuck.craig@uas.alaska.edu (UAS) http://www.uas.alaska.edu/career_ed/diesel/index.html

Diesel USCG Marine Oiler mechanic, oilier operator
Chuck Craig; 907-796-6129; 
chuck.craig@uas.alaska.edu (UAS)

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/assoc/aa
s/powertech.html

Fisheries

Biologist, teacher, researcher, field agent, 
field instructor, naturalist, wildlife coordinator, 
fishery observer, aquarist, hatchery worker

Dr. Trent Sutton, UG Program Chair; 
tmsutton@alaska.edu, 907-474-7285/Katie Straub, 
SFOS Advising and Retention Coordinator; 
kmstraub@alaska.edu; 907-474-5801/Amy Voigt, 
SFOS Recruitment and Outreach Coordinator; 
amvoigt@alaska.edu; 907-474-6786 http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/fisheries.html

Fisheries

Biologist, teacher, researcher, field agent, 
field instructor, naturalist, wildife coordinator, 
fishery observer, aquarist, seafood scientist, 
policy maker, hatchery worker

Dr. Trent Sutton, UG Program Chair; 
tmsutton@alaska.edu, 907-474-7285/Katie Straub, 
SFOS Advising and Retention Coordinator; 
kmstraub@alaska.edu; 907-474-5801/Amy Voigt, 
SFOS Recruitment and Outreach Coordinator; 
amvoigt@alaska.edu; 907-474-6786 http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/fisheries.html

1 - Occupational Categories (Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime) noted by working group members
2 - Relevance Ranking determined by working group members
     (1) - Directly relevant to the fishing, seafood or maritime industries actively engaged and training students.
     (2) - Active program, some interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries or offered in coastal areas, easily adapted or expanded.
     (3) - Program has little or not interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries but there is potential to interact through broadening curriculum or geographic reach.
3 - Annual Enrollment (FY11) - numbers provided by Institutional Research
4 - Number of Certifications/Degrees awarded - average of certifications/degrees awarded from 2006 - 2011. Data provided by Institutional Research.
5 - Number of faculty - provided by working group members.

Program Name
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Fisheries Y Y 1 Credit N Minor 8 N/A
Kodiak,Juneau, 
Fairbanks Annual

in person, 
videoconference
, some 
blackboard

SFOS/
Fisheries Fairbanks UAF

Fisheries Y Y 1 Credit N

MS with 
science, 
marine 
policy, 
seafood 
science 71 9 Fairbanks, Juneau Annual

in person, 
videoconference
, some 
blackboard

SFOS/
Fisheries Fairbanks UAF

Fisheries Y Y 1 Credit N

PhD with 
science, 
marine 
policy, 
seafood 
science 38 2

Fairbanks, Juneau, 
Anchorage Annual

in person, 
videoconference
, some 
blackboard

SFOS/
Fisheries Fairbanks UAF

Fishery Observer Training Y 1

non 
credit/cr
edit 
optional COA 300 300 Anchorage 6/year In person OTC Anchorage UAA

Fishery Technology Y 1 credit N AAS 38 2

statewide/+ onsite 
lab (Anchorage, 
PSWCC, 
Fairbanks, Rural 
College, Interior 
Aleutians, Juneau, 
Ketchikan, Sitka) Annual

elive/in 
person/blackboa
rd/ on site lab Fish Tech

Fish Tech 
Faculty 
Ketchikan, 
PWSCC, and 
BB Soon UAS

Fishery Technology Y 1 credit CT2 0 1 statewide Annual
elive/in person 
labs Fish Tech

Ketchikan, 
PWSCC, and 
BB Soon UAS

Global Logistics Supply Chain Management Y Y 1 Credit BBA 66 1 Anchorage Annual In person CBPP Anchorage UAA

Global Logistics Supply Chain Management Y Y 1 Credit MS 1 6 Anchorage Annual In person CBPP UAA

Industrial Technology - Oil Spill Response Y 1 Credit N AAS 24 N/A Valdez Annual In Person
Industrial 
Technology PWSCC UAA

Industrial Technology - Oil Spill Response Y 1 Credit N CT1 3 N/A Valdez Annual In Person
Industrial 
Technology PWSCC UAA

Logistics Y Y 1 Credit BBA N/A 1 Anchorage Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education CBPP Anchorage UAA

Logistics Y Y 1 Credit OEC 0 2 Anchorage/Mat-Su Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education CBPP

Anchorage/Mat-
Su UAA

Marine Biology Y 1 Credit BS 24 5 Juneau Annual In person Biology Juneau UAS

Marine Biology Y 1 Credit N MS 21 5 Fairbanks Annual

In person, 
Videoconferenc
e, Blackboard, 
Distance 
Education

SFOS/
GPMSL Fairbanks UAF

Marine Biology Y 1 Credit N PhD 24 1 Fairbanks Annual

In person, 
Videoconferenc
e, Blackboard, 
Distance 
Education

SFOS/
GPMSL Fairbanks UAF
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Examples of occupations associated with 
this training Program Contact Person Program Website

1 - Occupational Categories (Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime) noted by working group members
2 - Relevance Ranking determined by working group members
     (1) - Directly relevant to the fishing, seafood or maritime industries actively engaged and training students.
     (2) - Active program, some interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries or offered in coastal areas, easily adapted or expanded.
     (3) - Program has little or not interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries but there is potential to interact through broadening curriculum or geographic reach.
3 - Annual Enrollment (FY11) - numbers provided by Institutional Research
4 - Number of Certifications/Degrees awarded - average of certifications/degrees awarded from 2006 - 2011. Data provided by Institutional Research.
5 - Number of faculty - provided by working group members.

Program Name

Fisheries

Biologist, teacher, researcher, field agent, 
field instructor, naturalist, wildife coordinator, 
fishery observer, aquarist, seafood scientist, 
policy maker, hatchery worker

Dr. Trent Sutton, UG Program Chair; 
tmsutton@alaska.edu, 907-474-7285/Katie Straub, 
SFOS Advising and Retention Coordinator; 
kmstraub@alaska.edu; 907-474-5801/Amy Voigt, 
SFOS Recruitment and Outreach Coordinator; 
amvoigt@alaska.edu; 907-474-6786 http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/fisheries.html

Fisheries

Biologist, teacher, researcher, field agent, 
field instructor, naturalist, wildife coordinator, 
fishery observer, aquarist, seafood scientist, 
policy maker, hatchery worker

Dr. Milo Adkison, Graduate Program Chair: 
mdadkison@alaska.edu; 907-474-7204/Christina 
Neumann, Academic Manager: 
clneumann@alaska.edu; 907-474-5840/Amy Voigt, 
Recruitment and Outreach Coordinator: 
amvoigt@alaska.edu, 907-474-6786 http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/fisheries.html

Fisheries

Biologist, teacher, researcher, field agent, 
field instructor, naturalist, wildife coordinator, 
fishery observer, aquarist, seafood scientist, 
policy maker, hatchery worker

Dr. Milo Adkison, Graduate Program Chair: 
mdadkison@alaska.edu; 907-474-7204/Christina 
Neumann, Academic Manager: 
clneumann@alaska.edu; 907-474-5840/Amy Voigt, 
Recruitment and Outreach Coordinator: 
amvoigt@alaska.edu, 907-474-6786 http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/fisheries.html

Fishery Observer Training Fishery observer for groundfish or crab North Pacific Fisheries OTC; 907-257-2770 http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/campuses/otc/

Fishery Technology
fish plant worker, hatchery worker, 
researcher, educator

Kate Sullivan, Assistant Professor of Fisheries 
Technology; kate.sullivan@uas.alaska.edu; 907-228-
4565

Jim Seeland, Assistant Professor of Fisheries 
Technology; james.seeland@uas.alaska.edu; 907-
747-7742 http://www.uas.alaska.edu/career_ed/fisheries/index.html

Fishery Technology
fish plant worker, hatchery worker, 
researcher, educator

Kate Sullivan, Assistant Professor of Fisheries 
Technology; kate.sullivan@uas.alaska.edu; 907-228-
4565

Jim Seeland, Assistant Professor of Fisheries 
Technology; james.seeland@uas.alaska.edu; 907-
747-7742 http://www.uas.alaska.edu/career_ed/fisheries/index.html

Global Logistics Supply Chain Management shipping and cargo management Pat Lee; 907-786-4100; pat.lee@uaa.alaska.edu www.uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp

Global Logistics Supply Chain Management shipping and cargo management Janet Burton; 907-786-4171; anjeb@uaa.alaska.edu http://www.pwscc.edu/itec-oil_spill_response.shtml

Industrial Technology - Oil Spill Response oil spill responder BJ Williams, Dir. Of Trng. bjwilliams@pwscc.edu http://www.pwscc.edu/itec-oil_spill_response.shtml

Industrial Technology - Oil Spill Response oil spill responder BJ Williams, Dir. Of Trng. bjwilliams@pwscc.edu http://www.pwscc.edu/itec-oil_spill_response.shtml

Logistics
cost analyst, freighting, shipping, cruise ship 
coordinator, course planning, air cargo Pat Lee; 907-786-4100; pat.lee@uaa.alaska.edu www.uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp

Logistics
cost analyst, freighting, shipping, cruise ship 
coordinator, course planning, air cargo Pat Lee; 907-786-4100; pat.lee@uaa.alaska.edu www.uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp

Marine Biology

scientist, biologist, fisheries technician, 
hatchery worker, researcher, observer, 
educator

Heather Bennet/Laura Hosey - 796-6201, 
asadvising@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/arts_sciences/naturalsciences/b
iology/index.html

Marine Biology

scientist, biologist, fisheries technician, 
hatchery worker, researcher, observer, 
educator

Dr. Katrin Iken, Program Head: 
iken@ims.uaf.edu;907-474-5192/Christina 
Neumann, Academic Manager: 
clneumann@alaska.edu; 907-474-5840, Amy Voigt, 
Recruitment and Outreach Coordinator: 
amvoigt@alaska.edu; 907-474-6876

http://www.sfos.uaf.edu/prospective/graduate/marinebio.ph
p

Marine Biology

scientist, biologist, fisheries technician, 
hatchery worker, researcher, observer, 
educator

Dr. Katrin Iken, Program Head: 
iken@ims.uaf.edu;907-474-5192/Christina 
Neumann, Academic Manager: 
clneumann@alaska.edu; 907-474-5840, Amy Voigt, 
Recruitment and Outreach Coordinator: 
amvoigt@alaska.edu; 907-474-6876

http://www.sfos.uaf.edu/prospective/graduate/marinebio.ph
p
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Marine Engine Room Preparation Y Y Y 1 Credit OEC 3 1 Ketchikan Annual In person
Career 
Education Ketchikan UAS

Marine Engine Room Repair Y Y Y 1 Credit OEC 3 1 Ketchikan Annual In person
Career 
Education Ketchikan UAS

Marine Science Y 1 Credit Minor N/A N/A Fairbanks Annual

In person, 
Videoconferenc
e, Blackboard, 
Distance 
Education

SFOS/
GPMSL Fairbanks UAF

Marine Transportation Y 1
NC & 
Credit Y OEC N/A N/

Juneau,Ketchikan 
& others Annual In person, online

Career 
Education Ketchikan UAS

Occupational Safety and Health Y Y 1 Credit AAS 150 N/A Kenai/Kodiak Annual

F2F and KPC 
AAS available 
completely 
online Technology

Kenai/
Kodiak UAA

Oceanography Y Y 1 Credit N MS 8 1 Fairbanks Annual

In person, 
Videoconferenc
e, Blackboard, 
Distance 
Education

SFOS/
GPMSL Fairbanks UAF

Oceanography Y Y 1 Credit N PhD 13 2 Fairbanks Annual

In person, 
Videoconferenc
e, Blackboard, 
Distance 
Education

SFOS/
GPMSL Fairbanks UAF

Port and Coastal Engineering Y 1 Credit GCRT N/A N/A Anchorage Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
learning

Civil 
Engineering Anchorage UAA

Power Technology Y Y 1 Credit AAS 46 1 Juneau Annual In person
Career 
Education Juneau UAS

Refrigeration and Heat Technology Y Y Y 1 Credit AAS 37 3 Mat-Su Annual In person Technology MatSu UAA

Refrigeration and Heat Technology Y Y Y 1 Credit CT2 10 3 Mat-Su Annual In person Technology MatSu UAA

Welding Y Y Y 1 Credit AAST 0 0 Kodiak Annual In person Technology Kodiak UAA

Welding Y Y Y 1 Credit CT1 9 1 Kodiak Annual In person Technology Kodiak UAA

Welding Y Y Y 1 Credit OEC 7 2 Ketchikan, Sitka Annual In person
Career 
Education Ketchikan/Sitka UAS

Welding & Nondestructive Testing Technology Y Y Y 1 Credit  AAS 121 4 Anchorage Annual In person CTC Anchorage UAA

Welding & Nondestructive Testing Technology Y Y Y 1 Credit  AAS 3 4 Fairbanks Annual In person CTC Fairbanks UAF

Welding Technology Y Y Y 1 Credit CT2 25 1 Soldotna/Homer Annual In person Technology KPC/K-Bay UAA

Programs - Relevance Rating 2

Accounting Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 312 27

Anchorage, Kodiak, 
Mat-Su, Kenai, 
Valdez, Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education Business

Anchorage, 
Kodiak, Mat-Su, 
KPC,PSWCC UAA

Accounting Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 5 N/A
Fairbanks,Bristol 
Bay Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education CTC

Fairbanks, UAF-
CTC,Bristol Bay UAF

Accounting Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 9 N/A
Juneau, Ketchikan, 
Sitka Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education

School of 
Management

Juneau, 
Ketchikan, Sitka UAS

Accounting Y Y Y 2 Credit BBA 547 47 Anchorage Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education CBPP Anchorage UAA

Accounting Y Y Y 2 Credit BBA 307 17 Fairbanks Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education

School of 
Management Fairbanks UAF
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Examples of occupations associated with 
this training Program Contact Person Program Website

1 - Occupational Categories (Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime) noted by working group members
2 - Relevance Ranking determined by working group members
     (1) - Directly relevant to the fishing, seafood or maritime industries actively engaged and training students.
     (2) - Active program, some interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries or offered in coastal areas, easily adapted or expanded.
     (3) - Program has little or not interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries but there is potential to interact through broadening curriculum or geographic reach.
3 - Annual Enrollment (FY11) - numbers provided by Institutional Research
4 - Number of Certifications/Degrees awarded - average of certifications/degrees awarded from 2006 - 2011. Data provided by Institutional Research.
5 - Number of faculty - provided by working group members.

Program Name

Marine Engine Room Preparation mechanic, boat tech
Chuck Craig; chuck.craig@uas.alaska.edu; 907-796-
6129 http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/oe/merpe.html

Marine Engine Room Repair mechanic, boat tech
Chuck Craig; chuck.craig@uas.alaska.edu; 907-796-
6129 http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/oe/merpe.html

Marine Science

scientist, biologist, fisheries technician, 
hatchery worker, researcher, observer, 
educator

Dr. Katrin Iken, Program Head: 
iken@ims.uaf.edu;907-474-5192/Christina 
Neumann, Academic Manager: 
clneumann@alaska.edu; 907-474-5840, Amy Voigt, 
Recruitment and Outreach Coordinator: 
amvoigt@alaska.edu; 907-474-6876 http://www.ims.uaf.edu/

Marine Transportation boat captain, tug boat operator, ferry worker
Dale Miller; dale.miller@uas.alaska.edu; 907-228-
4575 http://www.uas.alaska.edu/career_ed/maritime/index.html

Occupational Safety and Health safety inspector, trainer, regulator

Don Weber, Advisor/Assistant Professor of 
Occupational Health; ifdgw@uaa.alaska.edu; 907-
786-6447                Kodiak - Lorraine Stewart, CTE 
Coordinator - 486-1209/ 
lstewart@kodiak.alaska.edu http://www.kpc.alaska.edu/OSH/

Oceanography
research, teacher, oceanographer (chemical, 
biologic, geological, physical) Amy Voight, amy.voight@alaska.edu, 907-474-6786

http://www.sfos.uaf.edu/prospective/graduate/oceanograph
y.php

Oceanography
research, teacher, oceanographer (chemical, 
biologic, geological, physical) Amy Voight, amy.voight@alaska.edu, 907-474-6786

http://www.sfos.uaf.edu/prospective/graduate/oceanograph
y.php

Port and Coastal Engineering
design, build, and, operate coastal ports, 
engineering

Zlata Lokteva; 907-786-1951; 
anzyl1@uaa.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/schoolofengineering/programs/c
oastal/index.cfm

Power Technology
entry level technician (automotive, diesel, or 
marine transportation)

Office of Admission; 907-796-6100; 
admissions@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/assoc/aa
s/powertech.html

Refrigeration and Heat Technology
installer, maintenance, service, and 
technician info@matsu.alaska.edu; 907-745-9747

http://matsu.alaska.edu/office/student-services/degree-
programs/refrigeration-heating/

Refrigeration and Heat Technology
installer, maintenance, service, and 
technician info@matsu.alaska.edu; 907-745-9747

http://matsu.alaska.edu/office/student-services/degree-
programs/refrigeration-heating/

Welding
welding engineer, welder, inspector, 
structural engineer

Lorraine Stewart. CTE Coordinator    
lstewart@kodiak.alaska.edu http://www.koc.alaska.edu/degrees/aast.asp

Welding
welding engineer, welder, inspector, 
structural engineer

Lorraine Stewart. CTE Coordinator    
lstewart@kodiak.alaska.edu http://www.koc.alaska.edu/certificates/welding.asp

Welding
welding engineer, welder, inspector, 
structural engineer

Steve Brandow, Assistant Professor of Welding; 
steven.brandow@uas.alaska.edu; 907-228-4534 http://www.uas.alaska.edu/career_ed/welding/index.html

Welding & Nondestructive Testing Technology
welding engineer, welder, inspector, 
structural engineer

Robert McCauley, Associate Professor; 907-786-
6478; afdrm@uaa.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/academic/adt/aca
demics/welding.cfm

Welding & Nondestructive Testing Technology
welding engineer, welder, inspector, 
structural engineer

Welding Technology welder, welder machine operator, supervisor
Fritz Miller, Associate Professor; 907-262-0356; 
iffwm@uaa.alaska.edu http://www.kpc.alaska.edu/welding/

Programs - Relevance Rating 2

Accounting

accountant, accounting clerk, trust resource 
manager, office assistant, tax technician, 
public advocate utility analyst

Pat Lee, pat.lee@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA-Student 
Advising)
Kathrynn Hollis Buchanan, Dept. Chair 907-486-
1210, kbuchanan@kodiak.alaska.edu 
Steve Horn, 907-262-0348
Robin Paul, academic advisory - 907-834-1626

http://www.koc.alaska.edu/degrees/aaaccounting.asp
http://matsu.alaska.edu/office/student-services/degree-
programs/accounting/
http://www.kpc.alaska.edu/generalbusiness
http://www.pwscc.edu//

Accounting

accountant, accounting clerk, trust resource 
manager, office assistant, tax technician, 
public advocate utility analyst

Charlie Dexter, Program Coordinator/Professor; 907-
455-2837; cndexter@alaska.edu

http://www.ctc.uaf.edu/programs/accounting/http://www.uaf.
edu/bbc/appliedbus/aasacc/

Accounting

accountant, accounting clerk, trust resource 
manager, office assistant, tax technician, 
public advocate utility analyst

Valentina Jimmerson, Advising Coordinator, 907-796-
6080, valentina.jimmerson@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/som/business/cert-
accounting/index.html

Accounting

accountant, accounting clerk, trust resource 
manager, office assistant, tax technician, 
public advocate utility analyst

Pat Lee, pat.lee@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA-Student 
Advising) www.uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp

uaf-som@alaska.edu;

Accounting

accountant, accounting clerk, trust resource 
manager, office assistant, tax technician, 
public advocate utility analyst

UAF School of Management;   907-474-7461 www.uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp
uaf-som@alaska.edu;
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Accounting Y Y Y 2 Credit BBA 51 N/A Juneau Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education

School of 
Management Juneau UAS

Accounting Y Y Y 2 Credit OEC 8 2 Juneau Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education

School of 
Management Juneau UAS

Accounting Technician Y Y Y 2 Credit CT2 38 8

Fairbanks,Bristol 
Bay, Nome, Tanana 
Valley Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education CTC

UAF-CTC, 
Tanana Valley, 
Bristol Bay, 
Northwest UAF

Accounting Technician Y Y Y 2 Credit CT2 50 3 Juneau, Ketchikan Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education

School of 
Management

Juneau/Ketchik
an UAS

Applied Accounting Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 1 0 MatSu, Valdez Annual In person
Business 
Administration Mat-Su/Valdez UAA

Applied Accounting Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 140 10

Fairbanks, Bristol 
Bay, Interior 
Aleutians, 
Kotzebue,Bethel,N
ome Annual In person CTC

UAF-CTC, 
UAF,Interior 
Aleutians, 
Chukchi, 
Kuskokwim, 
Northwest UAF

Applied Business Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 354 20

Bristol Bay, 
Fairbanks, Nome, 
Dutch Harbor, 
Bethel Annual In person CTC

Bristol Bay, 
UAF, UAF-CTC, 
Interior 
Aleutians, 
Kuskokwim, 
Northwest, 
Rural Colleges UAF

Applied Business Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 2 N/A
Anchorage, Kenai, 
Valdez Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education CBPP

UAA, KPC, 
PWSCC UAA

Applied Business Management Y Y Y 2 Credit CT2 60 8

Fairbanks, 
Dillingham, Nome, 
Interior Aleutians Annual In person

School of 
Management

UAF-CTC, 
Chukchi, 
Interior 
Aleutains, 
Tanana Valley UAF

Computer Information and Office Systems Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 90 12

Anchorage, Kenai, 
Kodiak, Mat-Su, 
Valdez Annual

In 
person/Distance CTC

UAA, KPC, 
Kodiak, Mat-Su, 
PSWCC UAA

Computer Information and Office Systems Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 50 4
Juneau, 
Ketchikan,Sitka Annual

In 
person/distance

Information 
Systems

Juneau, 
Ketchikan, Sitka UAS

Computer Information and Office Systems Y Y Y 2 Credit CT1 34
Juneau/Ketchikan/
Sitka Annual

In 
person/distance

Information 
Systems

Juneau/Ketchik
an/
Sitka UAS

Computer Information and Office Systems Y Y Y 2 Credit CT1 3 2 Kodiak Annual Distance CTC Kodiak College UAA

Computer Information and Office Systems Y Y Y 2 Credit OEC 1 N/A Valdez Annual distance Business PWSCC UAA

Computer Network Technician Y 2 Credit AAST N/A 1 Anchorage Annual CTC Anchorage UAA

Diesel Heavy Equip Y Y 2 Credit CT2 27 5 Fairbanks Annual In person CTC Fairbanks UAF

Economics Y 2 Credit BA/BBA 54 10 Anchorage Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education CBPP Anchorage UAA

Economics Y 2 Credit BA/BBA 12 4 Fairbanks Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education

School of 
Management Fairbanks UAF

Economics Y Y Y 2 Credit BA 2 N/A
Juneau, Ketchikan, 
Sitka Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education

School of 
Management Juneau UAS

Entrepreneurship Y Y 2 Credit BBA N/A N/A Juneau Annual
School of 
Management Juneau UAS

Entry Level Welder Y Y Y 2 Credit OEC 26 2 Tanana Valley Annual In person CTC Tanana Valley UAF
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Examples of occupations associated with 
this training Program Contact Person Program Website

1 - Occupational Categories (Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime) noted by working group members
2 - Relevance Ranking determined by working group members
     (1) - Directly relevant to the fishing, seafood or maritime industries actively engaged and training students.
     (2) - Active program, some interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries or offered in coastal areas, easily adapted or expanded.
     (3) - Program has little or not interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries but there is potential to interact through broadening curriculum or geographic reach.
3 - Annual Enrollment (FY11) - numbers provided by Institutional Research
4 - Number of Certifications/Degrees awarded - average of certifications/degrees awarded from 2006 - 2011. Data provided by Institutional Research.
5 - Number of faculty - provided by working group members.

Program Name

Accounting

accountant, accounting clerk, trust resource 
manager, office assistant, tax technician, 
public advocate utility analyst

Valentina Jimmerson, Advising Coordinator, 907-796-
6080, valentina.jimmerson@uas.alaska.edu

www.uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp
uaf-som@alaska.edu;

Accounting

accountant, accounting clerk, trust resource 
manager, office assistant, tax technician, 
public advocate utility analyst

Valentina Jimmerson, Advising Coordinator, 907-796-
6080, valentina.jimmerson@uas.alaska.edu

www.uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp
uaf-som@alaska.edu;

Accounting Technician accounting technician, office assistant UAS School of Management; 907-796-6100 http://www.uaf.edu/som/programs/acct/

Accounting Technician accounting technician, office assistant
Valentina Jimmerson, Advising Coordinator, 907-796-
6080, valentina.jimmerson@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/certs/acct
_tech.html

Applied Accounting accounting technician, office assistant Holly Bell, 907-746-9316, hbell@matsu.alaska.edu http://matsu.alaska.edu/about/academics/

Applied Accounting accounting technician, office assistant
Charlie Dexter, Program Coordinator/Professor; 907-
455-2837; cndexter@alaska.edu http://www.uaf.edu/som/programs/acct/

Applied Business business manager, business owner
Charlie Dexter, Program Coordinator/Professor; 907-
455-2837; cndexter@alaska.edu http://www.uaf.edu/som/programs/acct/

Applied Business

accountant, accounting clerk, trust resource 
manager, office assistant, tax technician, 
public advocate utility analyst

Pat Lee, pat.lee@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA-Student 
Advising) www.uaa.alaska.edu/cdpp

Applied Business Management business manager 
Charlie Dexter, Program Coordinator/Professor; 907-
455-2837; cndexter@alaska.edu http://www.uaf.edu/som/programs/acct/

Computer Information and Office Systems
clerical, bookkeeper, administration 
assistant, network technician

Kim Griffis, Department Chair; 907-786-6409; 
afkag@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA), 
Carol Oster, 907-834-1674, coster@pwscc.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/academic/cet/Aca
demics/cios/index.cfm
http://www.pwscc.edu/business-cios.shtml

Computer Information and Office Systems
clerical, bookkeeper, administration 
assistant, network technician

Eve Dillingham, Assoc. Professor & Chair, 907-796-
6355, ev.dillingham@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/assoc/aa
s/cios.html

Computer Information and Office Systems
clerical, bookkeeper, administration 
assistant, network technician

Eve Dillingham, Assoc. Professor & Chair, 907-796-
6355, ev.dillingham@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/assoc/aa
s/cios.html

Computer Information and Office Systems
clerical, bookkeeper, administration 
assistant, network technician

Heather Corriere, Asst. Prof. Dept. Chair, 486-1212, 
hcorriere@kodiak.alaska.edu http://www.pwscc.edu/business-cios.shtml

Computer Information and Office Systems
clerical, bookkeeper, administration 
assistant, network technician Carla Oster, coster@pwscc.edu, http://www.pwscc.edu/business-cios.shtml

Computer Network Technician computer service and repair
Alan Fugleberg, Asst. Director  
Afugleberg@kodiak.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/academic/cet/Aca
demics/tect/certificates.cfm

Diesel Heavy Equip Mechanic and service technician 
Brian Rencher, Program Coordinator; 907-455-
2843; bkrencher@alaska.edu (UAF) http://www.ctc.uaf.edu/programs/Diesel/

Economics
economist, educator, broker, account 
adviser, market researcher

Paul Johnson, Department CHair; 907-786-4311; 
afprj@uaa.alaska.edu

www.uaa.alaska.edu/cdpp

Economics
economist, educator, broker, acccount 
adviser, market researcher

UAF School of Management;   907-474-7461 http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/economics.ht
ml

Economics
economist, educator, broker, acccount 
adviser, market researcher

Valentina Jimmerson, Advising Coordinator, 907-796-
6080, valentina.jimmerson@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/bach/bba/
entrepreneurship.html

Entrepreneurship owner/business director 
http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/bach/bba/
entrepreneurship.html

Entry Level Welder any entry level welding position
Brian Rencher, Program Coordinator; 
bkrencher@alaska.edu; 907-455-2843

http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/entry_welder.
html
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Environment Regulation and Permitting Y Y 2 Credit GCRT N/A 1 Anchorage Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education Engineering Anchorage UAA

Environmental Quality Science Y 2 Credit MS 2 2 Anchorage Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education Engineering Anchorage UAA

Environmental Science Y 2 Credit BS 43 4 Juneau Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, 
distance 
education

Natural 
Sciences Juneau UAS

Environmental Science Y 2 Credit BS 4 5
Nome, Rural 
College Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

Natural 
Sciences

Nome, Rural 
Colleges UAF

Environmental Science Y 2 Credit BS 3 3 Anchorage, Valdez Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

Natural 
Sciences

Anchorage, 
PWSCC UAA

Environmental Studies Y 2 Credit AA N/A N/A Dillingham Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education BBESL

Bristol Bay 
Campus UAF

General Business Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 187 25

Anchorage, Kenai, 
Kodiak, Mat-Su, 
Valdez Annual CBPP UAA

General Business Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 14 5
Fairbanks, Bristol 
Bay, Rural Colleges Annual CBPP

UAF-CTC, 
Bristol Bay, 
Rural College UAA

General Business Y Y Y 2 Credit AAS 12 2
Juneau, Ketchikan, 
Sitka Annual

School of 
Management

Juneau, 
Ketchikan, Sitka UAS

General Management Y Y Y 2 Credit MBA 195 26 Anchorage, Juneau Annual In person CBPP
Anchorage, 
Juneau UAA

Geography and Environmental Studies Y 2 Credit BA 14 1 Juneau Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

Geography 
Programs Juneau UAS

GIS Y 2 Credit CT1 13 4 Anchorage Annual In person Engineering Anchorage UAA

Hospitality & Restaurant Management Y Y 2 Credit BA 96 2 Anchorage Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education Culinary Arts Anchorage UAA

Industrial Safety Program Support Y Y 2 Credit CT1 3 N/A Kodiak/Anchorage

Not yet 
available, 
see Note 
column Technology Kodiak UAA

Industrial Technology- Safety Management Y Y 2 Credit AAS 21 2 Valdez annual In Person Technology PWSCC UAA

Industrial Technology- Safety Management Y Y 2 Credit CT1 0 N/A Valdez annual In Person Technology PWSCC UAA

Marketing Y Y Y 2 Credit BBA N/A N/A Anchorage Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education CBPP Anchorage UAA

Marketing Y Y Y 2 Credit BBA N/A N/A Juneau Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

School of 
Management Juneau UAS

Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Y Y 2 Credit BS 4 N/A Anchorage Annual In person Engineering Anchorage UAA

Mechanical Engineering Y Y 2 Credit BS 242 17 Fairbanks Annual In person Engineering Fairbanks UAF

Mechanical Engineering Y Y 2 Credit MS 12 5 Fairbanks Annual In person Engineering Fairbanks UAF
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Examples of occupations associated with 
this training Program Contact Person Program Website

1 - Occupational Categories (Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime) noted by working group members
2 - Relevance Ranking determined by working group members
     (1) - Directly relevant to the fishing, seafood or maritime industries actively engaged and training students.
     (2) - Active program, some interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries or offered in coastal areas, easily adapted or expanded.
     (3) - Program has little or not interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries but there is potential to interact through broadening curriculum or geographic reach.
3 - Annual Enrollment (FY11) - numbers provided by Institutional Research
4 - Number of Certifications/Degrees awarded - average of certifications/degrees awarded from 2006 - 2011. Data provided by Institutional Research.
5 - Number of faculty - provided by working group members.

Program Name

Environment Regulation and Permitting

practicing professional in academic, 
regulatory, industrial, military or consulting 
sectors

Zlata Lokteva; 907-786-1951; 
anzyl1@uaa.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/schoolofengineering/programs/e
nvironmentalregulation/index.cfm

Environmental Quality Science consultant, planner, biologist
Hsueh-Ming Steve Wang, Ph.D, Department Chair; 
907-786-1914; afhsw1@uaa.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/schoolofengineering/programs/e
nvironmental/index.cfm

Environmental Science
Biologist, teacher, researcher, field agent, 
field instructor, naturalist

Heather Bennet, Advising Coordinator, College of 
Arts and Sciences,786-6901,  
asadvising@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/arts_sciences/naturalsciences/e
nvs/

Environmental Science
Biologist, teacher, researcher, field agent, 
field instructor, naturalist

Heather Bennet, Advising Coordinator, College of 
Arts and Sciences,786-6901,  
asadvising@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/arts_sciences/naturalsciences/e
nvs/

Environmental Science
Biologist, teacher, researcher, field agent, 
field instructor, naturalist

Heather Bennet, Advising Coordinator, College of 
Arts and Sciences,786-6901,  
asadvising@uas.alaska.edu

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/arts_sciences/naturalsciences/e
nvs/

Environmental Studies
Biologist, teacher, researcher, field agent, 
field instructor, naturalist

Todd Radenbaugh, Assist. Professor of 
Environmental Science 1-800-478-5109 http://www.uaf.edu/bbesl/

General Business
business analyst, business manager, 
business owner Kathrynn Hollis Buchanan uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp 486-1210

General Business
business analyst, business manager, 
business owner Kathrynn Hollis Buchanan  uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp 486-1210

General Business
business analyst, business manager, 
business owner Kathrynn Hollis Buchanan

 http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/assoc/ab
/business.html 486-1210

General Management
business analyst, environmental program 
manager, business owner Janet Burton; 907-786-4171; anjeb@uaa.alaska.edu uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp

Geography and Environmental Studies
Biologist, teacher, researcher, field agent, 
field instructor, naturalist, geologist UAS School of Arts and Sciences; 907-796-6090

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/bach/ba/g
eo-env.html

GIS logistics, group leader, data entry, consultant Department of Geomatics; 907-786-1079
http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/schoolofengineering/programs/g
eomatics/programs/cgis/index.cfm

Hospitality & Restaurant Management
owner of restaurant, hotel manager, 
bookkeeper

Tim Doebler, Director/Advisor; 907-786-4728; 
aftwd@uaa.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/academic/culinary
/academics/hospitality.cfm

Industrial Safety Program Support industrial safety technician

Barbara Brown, Academic Counselor; 907-486-
1211; bbrown@kodiak.alaska.edu

Lorraine Stewart; 907-486-1209; 
lstewart@kodiak.alaska.edu http://www.koc.alaska.edu/certificates/industrialsafety.asp

Industrial Technology- Safety Management safety technician/ risk management BJ Williams, Dir. Of Trng. bjwilliams@pwscc.edu http://www.pwscc.edu/itec-safety_management.shtml

Industrial Technology- Safety Management safety technician/ risk management Alan Sorum, Dir. Of Trng. asorum@pwscc.edu http://www.pwscc.edu/itec-safety_management.shtml

Marketing advertising, editing, designer
http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp/academics/marketing/inde
x.cfm

Marketing advertising, editing, designer Pat Lee; 907-786-4100; pat.lee@uaa.alaska.edu uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp

Mechanical and Electrical Engineering

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers, 
researcher and development, management, 
and maintence

Natalie Kowal, Administrative Assistant; 907-786-
1973; annmk1@uaa.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/schoolofengineering/programs/i
ndex.cfm

Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers, 
researcher and development, management, 
and maintence

Professor Jonah Lee, Department Chair; 907-474-
5160; ffjhl@uaf.edu http://www.alaska.edu/uaf/cem/me/

Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers, 
researcher and development, management, 
and maintence

Professor Jonah Lee, Department Chair; 907-474-
5160; ffjhl@uaf.edu http://www.alaska.edu/uaf/cem/me/
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Mechanical Technology Y Y 2 Credit CT2 8 1 Kenai Annual In person Technology Kenai UAA

Natural Resource Management Y 2 Credit BS 128 11

Fairbanks, Bethel, 
Rural College, UAF-
CTC Annual In person

Natural 
Resources 
and Agriculture 
Sciences

Fairbanks, UAF-
CTC, 
Kuskokwim, 
Rural College UAF

Natural Resources and Sustainability Y 2 Credit PhD 13 1 Anchorage Annual In person

Natural 
Resources 
and Agriculture 
Sciences Anchorage UAF

Natural Resource Management Y 2 Credit MS 42 5

Fairbanks, Bethel, 
Rural College, UAF-
CTC Annual In person

Natural 
Resources 
and Agriculture 
Sciences

Fairbanks, UAF-
CTC, 
Kuskokwim, 
Rural College UAF

Natural Resources Management and 
Geography Y 2 Credit MS 8 N/A Fairbanks Annual In person

Natural 
Resources 
and Agriculture 
Sciences Fairbanks UAF

Natural Sciences Y 2 Credit BS 225 23 Anchorage Annual In person CAS Anchorage UAA

Power Generation Y Y 2 Credit CT2 5 3 Fairbanks Annual In person CTC Fairbanks UAF

Power Plant Y Y 2 Credit CT2 2 1 Fairbanks Annual In person CTC Fairbanks UAF

Process Technology Y 2 Credit AAS 7 1
Juneau, Ketchikan, 
Sitka Annual In person CTC

Juneau, 
Ketchikan, Sitka UAS

Process Technology Y 2 Credit AAS 247 24

Fairbanks, Bethel, 
Nome, Bristol Bay, 
Rural Colege, 
Interior Aleutians, 
CTC, Kotzebue Annual In person CTC

Fairbanks, UAF-
CTC, 
Kuskokwim, 
Rural College, 
Interior 
Aleutians, 
Northwest 
Campus UAF

Process Technology Y 2 Credit AAS 368 36

Anchorage, Kenai, 
Kodiak, Valdez, 
Mat-Su Annual In person CTC

Anchorage,
KPC,PWSCC,
Mat-Su UAA

Project Management Y Y 2 Credit MS 103 17 Anchorage Annual In person Engineering Anchorage UAA

Renewable Resources Y 2 Credit AAS 20 1

Rural Campuses 
(Fairbanks, Bristol 
Bay, Chukchi, 
Interior-Aleutians, 
Kuskokwim, 
Northwest) Annual In person CRCD

Rural 
Campuses UAF

Resource and Applied Economics Y 2 Credit MS 25 4
Fairbanks, 
Anchorage Annual In person

School of 
Management Fairbanks UAF

Rural Development Y Y Y 2 Credit BA 208 8

Fairbanks, Bristol 
Bay, Chukchi 
Campus, Interior 
Aleutians, Bethel, 
Nome, Anchorage, 
Kenai, Valdez Annual

In person, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
learning CRCD

UAF, Bristol 
Bay, Chukchi 
Campus, 
Interior 
Aleutians, 
Kuskokwim, 
Northwest, 
KPC, 
Anchorage, 
PSWCC UAF
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Examples of occupations associated with 
this training Program Contact Person Program Website

1 - Occupational Categories (Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime) noted by working group members
2 - Relevance Ranking determined by working group members
     (1) - Directly relevant to the fishing, seafood or maritime industries actively engaged and training students.
     (2) - Active program, some interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries or offered in coastal areas, easily adapted or expanded.
     (3) - Program has little or not interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries but there is potential to interact through broadening curriculum or geographic reach.
3 - Annual Enrollment (FY11) - numbers provided by Institutional Research
4 - Number of Certifications/Degrees awarded - average of certifications/degrees awarded from 2006 - 2011. Data provided by Institutional Research.
5 - Number of faculty - provided by working group members.

Program Name

Mechanical Technology entry level mechanic and millwright

Drew "Obie" O'Brien, Associate Professor; 907-262-
0353 (Kenai Campus)

Dean Sundmark, Student Services Advisor; 907-235-
1655; indss@kpc.alaska.edu (Kachemak Bay)

http://www.kpc.alaska.edu/templates/secondary.aspx?id=5
86&terms=mechanical%20technology

Natural Resource Management environmental program manager mmwestphal@alaska.edu
http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/nat_res_mgm
t.html

Natural Resources and Sustainability environmental program manager mmwestphal@alaska.edu
http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/nat_res_mgm
t.html

Natural Resource Management environmental program manager mmwestphal@alaska.edu
http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/nat_res_mgm
t.html

Natural Resources Management and 
Geography environmental program manager mmwestphal@alaska.edu

http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/catalog_09-
10/programs/nat_res_mgmt_geo.html

Natural Sciences environmental program manager Douglas Causey, Department Chair; 907-786-4770
http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/futurestudents/upload/Natural-
Sciences-BS.pdf

Power Generation
entry level positions in service, repair and 
installation of electric power generator units

Brian Ellingson, Program Coordinator; 907-455-
2868; beellingson@alaska.edu http://www.tvc.uaf.edu/programs/pgen/

Power Plant entry level in aircraft maintenance 
Kevin Alexander, Coordinator; 907-455-2921; 
kwalexander@alaska.edu

http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/maintenance_
tech.html

Process Technology process technician 

Process Technology process technician 
Brian Ellingson, Program Coordinator; 907-455-
2868; beellingson@alaska.edu http://www.ctc.uaf.edu/programs/protech/

Process Technology process technician 

Allen Houtz, Professor and Co-Chair; 907-262-0363; 
ifadh@uaa.alaska.edu (Kenai River Campus)

Richard Adams, Assistant Professor; 907-786-6415; 
ifrha@uaa.alaska.edu (Anchorage)

Kim Frost, Student Services Coordinator; 907-235-
1658; inkan@kpc.alaska.edu (Kachemak Bay) http://www.kpc.alaska.edu/processtechnology/

Project Management project leader, project designer
LuAnn Piccard, Department Chair; 907-786-1917; 
aflp@uaa.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/schoolofengineering/programs/p
m/index.cfm

Renewable Resources

resource manager (state, federal or tribal 
resource management agencies, Alaska 
Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) 
corporations or other entities)

College of Rural and Community Development; 907-
474-7143; fyrural@uaf.edu

http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/renewable_re
source.html

Resource and Applied Economics

fisheries, wildlife management, land 
resources management, agriculture, oil and 
minerals, water resources or forest 
management

School of Management, uaf-som@alaska.edu, 907-
474-7461 (UAF) http://www.uaf.edu/som/programs/msecon/

Rural Development developer, administrative staff
Miranda Wright, Director; 907-474-6433; 
m.wright@alaska.edu http://www.uaf.edu/rural/
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Rural Development Y Y Y 2 Credit MA 51 8 Annual

In person, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
learning CRCD

UAF, Bristol 
Bay, Chukchi 
Campus, 
Interior 
Aleutians, 
Kuskokwim, 
Northwest, 
KPC, 
Anchorage, 
PSWCC UAF

Safety, Health Environmental Awareness 
Technology Y Y 2 Credit CT2 25 6

Fairbanks, 
Anchorage Annual In person CTC UAF-CTC UAF

Small Business Management Y Y Y 2 Credit CT1 1 3 Kenai Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education CBPP Kenai UAA

Small Business Management Y Y Y 2 Credit CT1 12 1

Juneau, 
Ketchikan,Sitka 
(statewide-
distance) Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

School of 
Management

Juneau/
Ketchikan/Sitka UAS

Supply Chain Management Y 2 Credit GCRT N/A 1 Anchorage Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education CBPP Anchorage UAA

Wildlife Biology & Conservation Y 2 Credit BS 140 1 Fairbanks Annual In Person Biology Fairbanks UAF

Wildlife Biology & Conservation Y 2 Credit MS 11 1 Fairbanks Annual In Person Biology Fairbanks UAF

Wildlife Biology & Conservation Y 2 Credit PhD 0 N/A Fairbanks Annual In Person Biology Fairbanks UAF

Programs - Relevance Rating 3

Environmental Chemistry Y Y 3 Credit MS Fairbanks Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education Chemistry Fairbanks UAF

Environmental Engineer Y 3 Credit BS Fairbanks Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education Engineering Fairbanks UAF

Environmental Quality Engineering Y 3 Credit MS Anchorage Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education Engineering Anchorage UAA

Heating Y Y 3 Credit CT2 Mat-Su Annual In person
Refridgeration 
and Heating MatSu UAA

Human Resources Y Y 3 Credit BAA Juneau

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

Human 
Resource 
Management Juneau UAS

Industrial Process Instrumentation Y 3 Credit AAS Kenai Annual In person

Associate of 
Applied 
Science Anchorage UAA

Law Enforcement Y 3 Credit OEC Sitka Annual In person

School of 
Career 
Education-
Sitka Sitka UAS
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Examples of occupations associated with 
this training Program Contact Person Program Website

1 - Occupational Categories (Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime) noted by working group members
2 - Relevance Ranking determined by working group members
     (1) - Directly relevant to the fishing, seafood or maritime industries actively engaged and training students.
     (2) - Active program, some interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries or offered in coastal areas, easily adapted or expanded.
     (3) - Program has little or not interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries but there is potential to interact through broadening curriculum or geographic reach.
3 - Annual Enrollment (FY11) - numbers provided by Institutional Research
4 - Number of Certifications/Degrees awarded - average of certifications/degrees awarded from 2006 - 2011. Data provided by Institutional Research.
5 - Number of faculty - provided by working group members.

Program Name

Rural Development developer, administrative staff
Miranda Wright, Director; 907-474-6433; 
m.wright@alaska.edu http://www.uaf.edu/rural/

Safety, Health Environmental Awareness 
Technology

 industrial safety, health and environmental 
awareness technician 

Brian Ellingson, Program Coordinator; 907-455-
2868; beellingson@alaska.edu

http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/shea_tech.ht
ml

Small Business Management
owner, manager, employee for small 
business firms

Raymond Zagorski, Associate Professor; 907-262-
0348; ifrz@uaa.alaska.edu (Kenai River)

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp/academics/smallbusiness
administration/

Small Business Management
owner, manager, employee for small 
business firms

UAS School of Management; 907-796-6402; 
som@uas.alaska.edu (UAS)

http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/certs/sbm
.html

Supply Chain Management manage global supply chains
Janet Burton, Rasmuson Hall (RH) 304, 786-4171, 
anjeb@uaa.alaska.edu uaa.alaska.edu/cdpp

Wildlife Biology & Conservation

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, 
fishery tech, researcher, teacher, 
research assistant, biologist, 
environmental program manager, 
wildlife biologist

Carolyn Chapin, advisor, 
caroly.chapin@alaska.edu uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp

Wildlife Biology & Conservation

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, 
fishery tech, researcher, teacher, 
research assistant, biologist, 
environmental program manager, 
wildlife biologist

Carolyn Chapin, advisor, 
caroly.chapin@alaska.edu http://www.bw.uaf.edu/undergraduates/index.php

Wildlife Biology & Conservation

fish and wildlife tech, fishery biologist, 
fishery tech, researcher, teacher, 
research assistant, biologist, 
environmental program manager, 
wildlife biologist

Carolyn Chapin, advisor, 
caroly.chapin@alaska.edu

http://www.bw.uaf.edu/graduates/index.php

Programs - Relevance Rating 3

Environmental Chemistry Teacher, researcher, biologist, field agent
Bill Simpson, Program Coordinator and Department 
Chair; 907-474-7235; wrsimpson@alaska.edu http://www.uaf.edu/chem/graduate/echem/

Environmental Engineer engineer, consultant
Kim Fisher, Office Manager; 907-474-7137; 
kkfisher@alaska.edu http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/env_qs.html

Environmental Quality Engineering engineer, consultant
Hsueh-Ming Steve Wang, Ph.D, Department Chair; 
907-786-1914; afhsw1@uaa.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/schoolofengineering/current/cou
rses/eq-engineering.cfm

Heating repair, heating specialist
Mat-Su College; 907-745-9762; 
info@matsu.alaska.edu http://matsu.alaska.edu/about/academics/

Human Resources Any business with a HR department
http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/bach/bba/
hr-management.html

Industrial Process Instrumentation process technician

Allen Houtz, Professor; 907-262-0363; 
ifadh@uaa.alaska.edu (Kenai River Campus)

Kim Frost, Student Services Coordinator; 907-235-
1658; inkan@kpc.alaska.edu http://www.kpc.alaska.edu/instrumentation/

Law Enforcement
police officer, security guard, trooper, DNR 
officer Public Safety Academy; 907-747-6611 (UAS)  http://www.uas.alaska.edu/career_ed/other/law/index.html
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Mechanical and Electrical Drafting Y 3 Credit CT1 Anchorage/Mat-Su Annual In person

Architectural 
and 
Engineering 
Technology MatSu UAA

Millwright Y 3 Credit AAS Valdez Annual In person
Industrial 
technology PWSCC UAA

Network Support Technician Y Y 3 Credit OEC
Juneau, Ketchikan, 
Sitka, Distance Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

Information 
systems 
department

Juneau,
Ketchikan/Sitka UAS

Network Tech Y Y 3 Credit OEC

Junueau, 
Ketchikan, Sitka, 
distance Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

Information 
systems 
department

Juneau,
Ketchikan/Sitka UAS

Nutrition Y 3 Credit BS Anchorage Annual In person

Culinary Arts, 
Hospitality/Diet
etics & 
Nutrition Anchorage UAA

Office Digital Media Y Y 3 Credit OEC
Anchorage, Kenai, 
Kodiak, Mat-Su Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

Computer 
Networking 
and Office 
Technologies

Anchorage,KPC
,Kodiak, Mat-Su UAA

Office Management and Technology Y Y 3 CT2
Business and 
CIOS PWSCC UAA

Office Support Y Y 3 Credit OEC
Kenai, Kodiak, 
UAA, Mat-su Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

Computer 
Networking 
and Office 
Technologies

Kenai, Kodiak, 
Anchorage, Mat-
Su UAA

Office Technology Y Y 3 Credit CT2
Kenai, Kodiak, 
UAA, Mat-su Annually

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

Computer 
Networking 
and Office 
Technologies

Kenai, Kodiak, 
Anchorage, Mat-
Su UAA

Small Business Administration 3 Credit AAS Anchorage, Mat-Su Annual

In person, 
videoconf, 
Blackboard, 
distance 
education

Business and 
Public Policy MatSu UAA

Technology Y 3 Credit BS/BT Anchorage Annual
In person, 
videoconference Anchorage UAA

Technology Y 3 Credit BS/BT Fairbanks Annual

In person, 
videoconference
, Blackboard, Fairbanks UAF

Web Development 3 Credit OEC Juneau Annual
In person/E-
learning

Web 
Development

Juneau,
Ketchikan/Sitka UAS
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Examples of occupations associated with 
this training Program Contact Person Program Website

1 - Occupational Categories (Fisheries/Seafood/Maritime) noted by working group members
2 - Relevance Ranking determined by working group members
     (1) - Directly relevant to the fishing, seafood or maritime industries actively engaged and training students.
     (2) - Active program, some interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries or offered in coastal areas, easily adapted or expanded.
     (3) - Program has little or not interaction with fishing, seafood or maritime industries but there is potential to interact through broadening curriculum or geographic reach.
3 - Annual Enrollment (FY11) - numbers provided by Institutional Research
4 - Number of Certifications/Degrees awarded - average of certifications/degrees awarded from 2006 - 2011. Data provided by Institutional Research.
5 - Number of faculty - provided by working group members.

Program Name

Mechanical and Electrical Drafting
entry level - mechanical and electrical 
designer

Brian Bennett, Assistant Professor; 907-786-6420; 
afbeb@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA)

Student Sevices; 907-745-9747; 
info@matsu.alaska.edu (Mat-Su)

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/academic/cdt/aca
demics/AET/certificates.cfm

Millwright machinist and millwright http://www.pwscc.edu/itec-millwright.shtml

Network Support Technician network technician
UAS School of Management; 907-796-6402; 
som@uas.alaska.edu http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/oe/nst.html

Network Tech network technician
UAS School of Management; 907-796-6402; 
som@uas.alaska.edu http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/oe/nst.html

Nutrition cook, nutritionist Kendra Stick, 907-786-4935; afkds@uaa.alaska.edu
http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/academic/culinary
/academics/nutrition.cfm

Office Digital Media web designer

Kim Griffis, Department Chair; 907-786-6409; 
afkag@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA)

Debbie Sonberg, Assistant Professor of CIOS; 907-
262-0355; ifdgs@uaa.alaska.edu (Kenai River)

Dean Sundmark, Student Services Advisor ; 907-
235-1655; indss@kpc.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/academic/cet/Aca
demics/cios/oec.cfm

Office Management and Technology
administrative assistant, graphic specialist, 
web designer, bookkeeper http://www.pwscc.edu/business-cios.shtml

Office Support
book keeping, office digital media, tech 
support, office administration assistant

Kim Griffis, Department Chair; 907-786-6409; 
afkag@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA)

Debbie Sonberg, Assistant Professor of CIOS; 907-
262-0355; ifdgs@uaa.alaska.edu (Kenai River)

Dean Sundmark, Student Services Advisor ; 907-
235-1655; indss@kpc.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/academic/cet/Aca
demics/cios/oec.cfm

Office Technology computer networking, office tech

Kim Griffis, Department Chair; 907-786-6409; 
afkag@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA)

Debbie Sonberg, Assistant Professor of CIOS; 907-
262-0355; ifdgs@uaa.alaska.edu (Kenai River)

Dean Sundmark, Student Services Advisor ; 907-
235-1655; indss@kpc.alaska.edu

http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/academic/cet/inde
x.cfm

Small Business Administration
hospitality and tourism, business manager, 
business administrator

Pat Lee, Academic Advisor; 907-786-4100; 
pat.lee@uaa.alaska.edu (UAA)

UAS School of Management; 907-796-6402; 
som@uas.alaska.edu (UAS) uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp

Technology
varied occupations depending on choice of 
discipline combination Office of Interdisciplinary Programs, 907-474-7716

http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/interdisciplina
ry.html

Technology
varied occupations depending on choice of 
discipline combination Office of Interdisciplinary Programs, 907-474-7716

http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/interdisciplina
ry.html

Web Development web designer, IT person, logo designer Occupational Endorsement  som@uas.alaska.edu http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/oe/wd.html
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UA Programs List by Sector 
 
Programs relevant to Fisheries, Seafood, Maritime: 
Accounting – OEC, AAS, BBA 
Accounting Technician – Certificate 
Applied Accounting – AAS 
Applied Business – AAS 
Applied Business Management ‐ Certificate 
Commercial refrigeration ‐ OEC 
Computer Information and Office Systems‐ OEC, Certificate, AAS 
Diesel Heavy Duty ‐ OEC 
Diesel Marine Mechanics ‐ OEC 
Diesel Technology ‐ AAS 
General Business ‐ AAS 
Logistics ‐ OEC 
Marine Engine Room Preparation ‐ OEC 
Marketing ‐ BBA 
Refrigeration and Heat Technology ‐ AAS 
Rural Development – BA, MA 
Small Business Management ‐ Certificate 
Welding – AAST, CT1, OEC 
Welding and Nondestructive Testing Technology – CT1, AAS 
Welding Technology – CT2 
 
Programs relevant to Fisheries, Seafood 
Fisheries – BA, BS, MS, PhD, Minor  
 
Programs relevant to Fisheries, Maritime 
Oceanography – MS, PhD 
 
Programs relevant to Seafood, Maritime 
Environmental Regulation and Permitting – Graduate Certificate 
Environmental Chemistry ‐ MS 
Global Logistics Supply Chain Management – BBA, MS 
Heating – Certificate 
Hospitality and Restaurant Management – BA 
Human Resources ‐ BAA 
Industrial Safety Program Support ‐ Certificate 
Industrial Technology, Safety Management – Certificate, AAS 
Logistics – OEC, BBA 
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering – BS 
Mechanical Engineering – BS, MS 
Mechanical Technology ‐ Certificate 
Network Support Technician – OEC 
Network Technician – OEC 
Occupational Safety and Health – AAS 
Office Digital Media – OEC 
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Office Management and Technology – Certificate 
Office Support – OEC 
Office Technology ‐ Certificate 
Power Generation – Certificate 
Power Plant Operator ‐ Certificate 
Power Technology – AAS 
Project Management – MS 
Safety, Health, Environmental Awareness Technology ‐ Certificate 
 
Programs relevant to Fisheries  
Biology – BA, BS, MS, PhD 
Fishery Observer Training – Certificate of accomplishment 
Fishery Technology – Certificate, AAS 
Marine Biology – BS, MS, PhD 
Marine Science – Minor 
Economics – BA, BS 
Law Enforcement – OEC 
Natural Resource Management – BS 
Natural Resources and Sustainability – PhD 
Natural Resources Management and Geography – MS 
Natural Sciences – BS 
Renewable Resources – AAS 
Resource and Applied Economics – MS 
Wildlife Biology and Conservation – BS, MS, PhD 
 
Programs relevant to Seafood 
Process Technology – AAS 
Supply Chain Management – Graduate Certificate 
 
Programs relevant to Maritime 
Career Training for Ports and Marinas – Certificate of Accomplishment 
Computer Network Technician ‐ AAST 
Diesel USCG Marine Oiler ‐ OEC 
Environmental Engineer ‐ BS 
Environmental Quality Science – MS 
Environmental Quality Engineering ‐ BS 
Environmental Science – BS 
Environmental Studies – AA 
Geography and Environmental Studies – BA 
GIS – Certificate 
Industrial Process Instrumentation – AAS  
Industrial Technology – Oil Spill Response – CT1, AAS 
Marine Transportation – OEC 
Mechanical and Electrical Drafting ‐  Certificate 
Millwright ‐ AAS 
Port and Coastal Engineering – Graduate Certificate 
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Descriptions of UA programs ranked #1 in relevance to fisheries, seafood, maritime by 
the UA Allied Fisheries Working Group, 

October 2011 (alphabetical by Major) 
 
 
MAU: UAS  
Campus: Juneau  
Major: Biology  
Degree: Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science 
Link: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/bach/index.html  
Program Description:  
The Bachelor of Science degree in Biology provides students the opportunity to learn biological principles and skills in lecture, 
laboratory, and field courses. Student research is also emphasized throughout the program. The program has five permanent 
faculty actively involved in a wide range of disciplines, including marine ecology, behavioral ecology, marine mammalogy, 
crustacean physiology, and marine algology. The location of the University provides students with a natural laboratory that 
includes extensive marine habitat, rainforest, wetlands, and ice fields all within walking distance of the classrooms. A small 
student-to-professor ratio ensures a more personal approach to learning than is possible at larger universities. The Bachelor of 
Science program in biology comprises a core curriculum generally found nationwide in bachelor of science biology programs.  

 
MAU: UAF  
Campus: Fairbanks  
Major: Biology  
Degree: Master of Science  
Link: http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/biology.html  
Program Description:  
UAF biology graduate students have extraordinary opportunities to conduct independent biological research, taking advantage of 
arctic, alpine and boreal environments near campus or at remote locations. Facilities include small mammal colonies, the Large 
Animal Research Station, both electron and light microscope laboratories, an imaging laboratory and a greenhouse facility. 
Students and faculty work on systematic collections in the UA Museum of the North using a variety of approaches from 
traditional morphology to molecular biology. The program has strong research emphases in arctic plant ecophysiology, plant-
animal coevolution, insect ecology, bird and mammal physiological ecology, vertebrate population dynamics, biology of seabirds, 
molecular evolution and systematics, pollution ecology, wetland ecology, population genetics, ungulate biology and wildlife 
management.  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Biological Sciences  
Degree: Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science  
Link: http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/biology/undergraduate/undergrad-degrees.cfm  
Program Description:  
Biology is the science concerned with the study of living organisms. It encompasses a vast range of biological disciplines, from 
the study of microbes and molecular biology to the study of plants, animals and the environment. The undergraduate program in 
the biological sciences includes courses that provide students with a broad understanding of both traditional and modern 
biological sciences. These courses are suitable as preparation for professional degrees, for teaching, or for careers in government 
or industry. Both the Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor of Science degrees are available for undergraduates. A program of study 
in the biological sciences requires completion of a basic science core curriculum in the chemical, physical and mathematical 
sciences as well as required and elective courses in the biological sciences.  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Biological Sciences  
Degree: Master of Science  
Link: http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/biology/graduate/index.cfm  
Program Description:  
The graduate program in Biological Sciences offers a research program of study leading to the Master of Science degree. The MS 
degree requires a thesis that is the result of research performed either under the supervision of UAA faculty or under the 
supervision of a qualified and approved affiliate advisor from outside the University community.  
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MAU: UAF  
Campus: Fairbanks  
Major: Biological Sciences  
Degree: Bachelor of Arts/ Bachelor of Science  
Link: http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/biol_sci.html  
Program Description:  
The biological sciences program provides a broad education and sound foundation in the basic principles of biology. Students 
who major in biological sciences may pursue either a B.A. or B.S. degree. The B.A. requires fewer credits in the major field than 
the B.S., but it gives greater emphasis in the social sciences and humanities and allows a greater breadth of subject matter. The 
B.S. degree includes a foundation in the basic sciences and stronger requirements within the biological sciences than the B.A. 
Candidates who expect to teach in public secondary schools must be sure that they meet education requirements.  

 
MAU: UAF  
Campus: Fairbanks  
Major: Biological Sciences  
Degree: Doctor of Philosophy  
Link: http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/biol_sci_grad.html  
Program Description:  
The biological sciences program provides a broad education as well as a sound foundation in the basic principles of biology. 
Candidates who expect to teach in public secondary schools must be sure that education requirements are met.  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Mat-Su  
Major: Commercial Refrig  
Degree: Occupational Endorsement Cert  
Link: http://www.matsu.alaska.edu/academics/occupationalEndorsementCertificates.htm  
Program Description:  
Four Occupational Endorsement Certificates, one Undergraduate Certificate, and an Associate of Applied Science degree in 
Refrigeration and Heating are available. Satisfactory completion of the four specialty certificates qualifies a student for the 
Undergraduate Certificate in Refrigeration and Heating Technology. The AAS degree may be earned by obtaining the 
Undergraduate Certificate in Refrigeration and Heating Technology and successfully completing the General University and 
General Course Requirements for an Associate degree. A student satisfactorily completing the requirements for a certificate or the 
degree will possess a background in heating, air-conditioning, applied physics, mathematics, electricity, and the technical skills 
required to diagnose and repair modern commercial and residential heating, refrigeration, air-conditioning, and ventilation 
systems.  

MAU: UAS  
Campus: Juneau  
Major: Diesel/Heavy Duty  
Degree: Occupational Endorsement Cert 
Link: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/oe/index.html  
Program Description:  
Options include Automotive, and Diesel/Heavy Duty, or Diesel/Marine with an option for engine room preparation. Each 
provides technical courses in the appropriate specialty. Students must earn a 2.0 GPA in the overall program. These occupational 
endorsements articulate with the A.A.S. in Power Technology.  

 
MAU: UAS  
Campus: Juneau  
Major: Diesel/Marine  
Degree: Occupational Endorsement Cert  
Link: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/oe/index.html  
Program Description:  
Options include Automotive, and Diesel/Heavy Duty, or Diesel/Marine with an option for engine room preparation. Each 
provides technical courses in the appropriate specialty. Students must earn a 2.0 GPA in the overall program. These occupational 
endorsements articulate with the A.A.S. in Power Technology. 
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MAU: UAA 
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Diesel Technology  
Degree: Certificate/Associate of Applied Science  
Link: http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/degrees/index.cfm  
Program Description:  
This Associate of Applied Science degree program prepares students to understand the theory of, diagnose, and repair diesel 
engines, as well as, medium and heavy-duty drive trains, pneumatic and hydraulic brake systems, suspension steering, 
electrical/electronic systems, and heating and air conditioning systems on medium and heavy duty vehicle applications. 
Laboratory experiences are performed on equipment and components currently used in the heavy duty transportation, construction 
and power generation industries. Career opportunities for HDTE graduates include manufacturer and independent repair and 
maintenance shops, fleets, construction, mining, aviation ground support, and the seafood processing industry. Employers require 
technicians to be drug free and physically fit, and to have a current vehicle operator's license with a good driving record.  

 
MAU: UAF  
Campus: Fairbanks  
Major: Fisheries  
Degree: Minor 
Link: http://www.sfos.uaf.edu/fishdiv/  
Program Description:  
The undergraduate programs in fisheries offers students broad education and training, preparing graduates to work as 
professionals in fisheries management, research, conservation, education, policy, harvest and marketing organizations. The minor 
gives students who are majoring in other areas (i.e. wildlife biology, natural resources management, business, rural and 
community development, journalism, etc.) a solid introductory background in fisheries.  

 
MAU: UAF  
Campus: Fairbanks  
Major: Fisheries  
Degree: Bachelor of Arts  
Link: http://www.sfos.uaf.edu/fishdiv/  
Program Description:  
The undergraduate programs in fisheries offers students broad education and training, preparing graduates to work as 
professionals in fisheries management, research, conservation, education, policy, harvest and marketing organizations. The B.A. 
degree in fisheries provides students with the knowledge base, skill sets, and hands-on experience to obtain positions within the 
fishing and seafood processing industries in Alaska and throughout North America. Graduates with this degree will be qualified to 
work for traditional fisheries governmental agencies in the areas of business administration, policy development, fisheries 
education and outreach, or as social scientists.  

 
MAU: UAF  
Campus: Fairbanks  
Major: Fisheries  
Degree: Bachelor of Science  
Link: http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/fisheries.html  
Program Description:  
The fisheries undergraduate program offers broad basic education and training, preparing graduates to work in management, law 
enforcement, public information and education. Fisheries students in Fairbanks and Juneau have an opportunity to associate with 
personnel of federal and state conservation agencies and these agencies hire students for summer fieldwork. Bachelor of science 
candidates are strongly urged to obtain work experience in fisheries with public resource agencies or private firms. Faculty 
members can help students contact potential employers. Fisheries undergraduate students are asked each fall to describe their 
work experience of the previous year.  
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MAU: UAF  
Campus: Fairbanks  
Major: Fisheries  
Degree: Master of Science/Doctor of Philosophy  
Link: http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/fisheries_grad.html  
Program Description:  
The program provides a solid foundation for graduate study for students contemplating careers in research, administration, 
advanced management or teaching. Fisheries students in Fairbanks and Juneau have an opportunity to associate with personnel of 
federal and state conservation agencies and these agencies hire students for summer fieldwork. Faculty members can help 
students contact potential employers.  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Fishery Observer Training  
Degree: Certificate of Attendance  
Link: http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/campuses/otc/  
Program Description:  
The OTC offers three Observer Training Programs: 
- Groundfish Observers train to work on behalf of the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). 
- Shellfish & Scallop Observers work on behalf of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. 
- Marine Mammal Observers work on behalf of the Protected Resources Division of NMFS. 
A bachelor's degree in biology, natural science, or environmental science is required to become a fisheries observer (Groundfish 
Observers must also have completed one class each of statistics and math for a total of five credits). Observers in Alaska are hired 
by one of five private contractors serving as observer providers. Once accepted by an observer provider company, a potential 
observer must successfully complete a two to three week training course. Training covers sampling responsibilities, fish 
identification, and safety at sea using a wet lab, fish and shellfish collections, bird and coral collections, sampling gear facility and 
UAA’s pool. Observers qualify for three 400-level credits from UA’s School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences.  

 
MAU: UAS  
Campus: Ketchikan  
Major: Fisheries Technology  
Degree: Certificate/Associate of Applied Science  
Link: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/career_ed/fisheries/index.html  
Program Description:  
The Associate of Applied Science degree provides students with a broad educational and practical foundation in the field of 
fisheries technology. Students will be prepared for entry level employment in federal and state agencies, hatcheries, and the 
private sector.  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Global Logistics Mgmt  
Degree: Bachelor of Business Admin.  
Link: http://www.cbpp.uaa.alaska.edu/bachelor-gscm.asp  
Program Description:  
The Department of Logistics offers a series of courses leading to a Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) degree with a 
major in Global Logistics Management. Students will complete five courses specifically in logistics. Those students without 
significant work experience in logistics will also complete a logistics internship.  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Global Logistics Mgmt  
Degree: Masters of Science  
Link: http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/cbpp/graduate-programs-office.cfm  
Program Description:  
The MS GSCM degree is earned through advanced coursework and study at the graduate level. The focus is on management of 
global supply chain systems with an emphasis on managerial leadership, information technology and international business 
practices. The degree is comprised of five courses, six credit hours each, to be completed over five consecutive semesters. Time 
of completion is approximately 20 months for a total of 30 credit hour 
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MAU: UAA  
Campus: PWSCC  
Major: Industrial Technology  
Degree: Associate of Applied Science  
Link: http://www.pwscc.edu/requirements.shtml  
Program Description:  
Certifications to enhance employment opportunities. Specially designed courses meeting regulatory and industry standards are 
offered for open enrollment in safety, oil spill response and information technology. Delivery options include independent study, 
specialized industry courses provided on-site, on-line courses, and traditional classroom settings. Industrial Technology Emphasis 
Areas: * Oil Spill Response * Millwright * Electrical Power Generation  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: PWSCC  
Major: Industrial Technology  
Degree: Certificate  
Link: http://www.pwscc.edu/requirements.shtml  
Program Description:  
Certifications to enhance employment opportunities. Specially designed courses meeting regulatory and industry standards are 
offered for open enrollment in safety, oil spill response and information technology. Delivery options include independent study, 
specialized industry courses provided on-site, on-line courses, and traditional classroom settings. Industrial Technology Emphasis 
Areas: * Oil Spill Response * Millwright * Electrical Power Generation  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Logistics  
Degree: Bachelor of Business Admin.  
Link: http://logistics.alaska.edu/bba-gscm-courses.asp  
Program Description:  
Logistics refers to the complex systems of the movement of material, component parts, and information within a business firm; 
and the distribution of final products to customers. Logistics is an essential function that adds value to the final product. The goal 
of logistics management is timely delivery, competitive pricing, mobility and flexibility, together with innovative transportation 
services. Companies that master information technology and logistics are setting global standards for overall performance. Firms 
with a virtual world-wide logistics system view that carries out dynamic and continuous distribution are gaining the competitive 
edge. Every organization is engaged in logistics if it has a purchasing function and/or a delivery process. Prospective employers 
include business firms, nonprofit organizations, and government agencies.  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Logistics  
Degree: Occupational Endorsement Cert  
Link: http://logistics.alaska.edu/logoperationscareer.asp  
Program Description:  
Logistics refers to the complex systems of the movement of material, component parts, and information within a business firm; 
and the distribution of final products to customers. Logistics is an essential function that adds value to the final product. The goal 
of logistics management is timely delivery, competitive pricing, mobility and flexibility, together with innovative transportation 
services. Companies that master information technology and logistics are setting global standards for overall performance. Firms 
with a virtual world-wide logistics system view that carries out dynamic and continuous distribution are gaining the competitive 
edge. Every organization is engaged in logistics if it has a purchasing function and/or a delivery process. Prospective employers 
include business firms, nonprofit organizations, and government agencies.  
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MAU: UAA  
Campus: Mat-Su  
Major: Logistics  
Degree: Occupational Endorsement Cert  
Link: http://www.matsu.alaska.edu/academics/occupationalEndorsementCertificates.htm  
Program Description:  
Logistics refers to the complex systems of the movement of material, component parts, and information within a business firm; 
and the distribution of final products to customers. Logistics is an essential function that adds value to the final product. The goal 
of logistics management is timely delivery, competitive pricing, mobility and flexibility, together with innovative transportation 
services. Companies that master information technology and logistics are setting global standards for overall performance. Firms 
with a virtual world-wide logistics system view that carries out dynamic and continuous distribution are gaining the competitive 
edge. Every organization is engaged in logistics if it has a purchasing function and/or a delivery process. Prospective employers 
include business firms, nonprofit organizations, and government agencies.  

 
MAU: UAF  
Campus: Fairbanks  
Major: Marine Biology  
Degree: Master of Science/Doctor of Philosophy  
Link: http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/marine_bio.html  
Program Description:  
The marine biology graduate program focuses on the ecology, physiology and biochemistry/molecular biology of marine 
organisms. Students may pursue either a M.S. or Ph.D. degree in marine biology. Graduate students are afforded excellent 
opportunities for laboratory and field research through the Institute of Marine Science. Students may select courses offered by the 
graduate program in marine sciences and limnology, the fisheries program, the biology and wildlife department and the chemistry 
and biochemistry department. Students considering graduate study in marine biology should have a strong background in biology, 
molecular biology or biochemistry.  

 
MAU: UAS  
Campus: Juneau  
Major: Marine Biology  
Degree: Bachelor of Science  
Link: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/bach/index.html  
Program Description:  
The B.S. degree in Marine Biology provides students with the opportunity to learn biological principles and skills in lecture, 
laboratory and field courses with a core curriculum in Marine Biology. Student research is emphasized throughout the program. 
The program has faculty actively involved in a wide range of disciplines, including marine ecology, behavioral ecology, marine 
mammalogy, marine pollution, crustacean physiology, marine phycology. The location of the University provides students with a 
natural laboratory that includes extensive marine habitat, rainforest, wetlands, and ice fields all within walking distance of the 
classrooms. A small student-to-professor ratio ensures a more personal approach to learning than is possible at larger universities.  

 
MAU: UAS  
Campus: Juneau  
Major: Marine Engine Repair  
Degree: Occupational Endorsement Cert  
Link: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/diesel/programs/oiler.html  
Program Description:  
This training is for the student that wants to work as an Oiler, the entry level position for a rewarding career working in large 
vessel engine rooms. The course content covers the different support systems as well as the diesel engine. All of the classes are at 
least 50% hands on to let the student practice their new skills. UAS has a wide selection of excellent training aids such as engines, 
marine transmissions, hydraulic components, generator sets,and many other items. NOTE: There is also an Associate of Applied 
Science (AAS) degree program for OILERS if you are interested. See the information listed under program offerings for more 
information. The University has partnered with the Alaska Marine Highway System, Inland Boatman's Union to create an 
opportunity for apprenticeship  
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MAU: UAS  
Campus: Juneau  
Major: Marine Engine Room Prep  
Degree: Occupational Endorsement Cert  
Link: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/diesel/programs/oiler.html  
Program Description:  
This training is for the student that wants to work as an Oiler, the entry level position for a rewarding career working in large 
vessel engine rooms. The course content covers the different support systems as well as the diesel engine. All of the classes are at 
least 50% hands on to let the student practice their new skills. UAS has a wide selection of excellent training aids such as engines, 
marine transmissions, hydraulic components, generator sets,and many other items. NOTE: There is also an Associate of Applied 
Science (AAS) degree program for OILERS if you are interested. See the information listed under program offerings for more 
information. The University has partnered with the Alaska Marine Highway System, Inland Boatman's Union to create an 
opportunity for apprenticeship  

 
MAU: UAS  
Campus: Ketchikan  
Major: Marine Transportation  
Degree: Occupational Endorsement Cert  
Link: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/career_ed/maritime/index.html  
Program Description:  
The Marine Transportation Occupational Endorsement provides training for mariners to advance in the wide variety of positions 
and vessels in the marine industry. The courses and instructor are US Coast Guard approved for testing in class and articulate with 
the AAS in Marine Transportation.  

 
MAU: UAF  
Campus: Fairbanks  
Major: Oceanography  
Degree: Master of Science/Doctor of Philosophy  
Link: http://www.uaf.edu/catalog/current/programs/oceanography.html  
Program Description:  
This program offers M.S. degrees in several concentration areas of oceanography: physical, chemical, biological, geological and 
fisheries. Limnological research projects are also undertaken under the oceanography degree. The Ph.D. degree is offered in 
oceanography. Opportunities for laboratory and field work are available through the School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, 
including the Institute of Marine Science. Oceanography is both interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary. For both M.S. and Ph.D. 
oceanography students, research emphasis is on processes influencing the ocean's circulation, composition, biological 
productivity and geology. Students considering graduate study in oceanography should have a strong background in physics, 
chemistry, biology, geology or mathematics, and a working familiarity with the other subjects.  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Occupational Safety & Health  
Degree: Associate of Applied Science  
Link: http://osh.uaa.alaska.edu/  
Program Description:  
The Occupational Safety and Health program prepares students for employment as safety professionals in a variety of industries. 
Some of these industries include: construction, petroleum, mining and tourism. The safety profession is a growing field with a 
wide range of opportunities for employment. This program provides a thorough background in Occupational Safety and Health 
preparing graduates for entry-level positions in many industries in Alaska. The Occupational Safety and Health program is a 61 
credit Associate of Applied Science degree. Students experience a wide variety of coursework in the safety field including 
hazardous materials, training, ergonomics, industrial hygiene, injury prevention, epidemiology, OSHA standards, and safety 
program development.  
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MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Port & Coastal Engineering  
Degree: Graduate Certificate  
Link: http://www.engr.uaa.alaska.edu/  
Program Description:  
The UAA School of Engineering offers a cohesive sequence of courses in the theory and practice of port and coastal engineering. 
The series is intended to provide specialized education to enhance the theoretical knowledge and practical skills of graduate 
engineers to deal with engineering problems of the coastal zone. Upon completion of the certificate program, students will have 
specialized knowledge and skills applicable in all the coastal zones and oceans of the world.  

 
MAU: UAS  
Campus: Juneau  
Major: Power Technology  
Degree: Certificate/Associate of Applied Science  
Link: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/academics/undergrad/assoc/index.html  
Program Description:  
The A.A.S. in Power Technology has emphasis areas in Automotive, Diesel and USCG Documented Marine Oiler. 
AUTOMOTIVE EMPHASIS - This degree is a vocational training program for men and women interested in securing 
employment in automotive technician positions. DIESEL EMPHASIS - This degree is a vocational training program for men and 
women interested in securing employment working with various diesel engine applications. USCG DOCUMENTED MARINE 
OILER EMPHASIS - This degree is for both men and women who want to get the training needed to begin a career in marine 
transportation (engine room).  

MAU: UAA  
Campus: Mat-Su  
Major: Refrig & Heat Technology  
Degree: Certificate/Associate of Applied Science  
Link: http://www.matsu.alaska.edu/academics/degreePrograms.htm  
Program Description:  
Four Occupational Endorsement Certificates, one Undergraduate Certificate, and an Associate of Applied Science degree in 
Refrigeration and Heating are available. Satisfactory completion of the four specialty certificates qualifies a student for the 
Undergraduate Certificate in Refrigeration and Heating Technology. The AAS degree may be earned by obtaining the 
Undergraduate Certificate in Refrigeration and Heating Technology and successfully completing the General University and 
General Course Requirements for an Associate degree. A student satisfactorily completing the requirements for a certificate or the 
degree will possess a background in heating, air-conditioning, applied physics, mathematics, electricity, and the technical skills 
required to diagnose and repair modern commercial and residential heating, refrigeration, air-conditioning, and ventilation 
systems.  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Kodiak  
Major: Welding  
Degree: Associate of Applied Science Technology 
Link: http://www.koc.alaska.edu/degrees/aast.asp 
Program Description:  
The Associate of Applied Science in Technology Degree offers Career Specialty Concentrations in the following emphasis areas: 
Welding, construction, or Occupational Safety and Health. The Associate of Applied Science, Technology degree program is 
designed to provide entry-level skills, continuing education and advanced technical skills in several specialized fields including 
Welding, Construction, and Safety. Students seeking a technical career in Welding, Construction, or Occupational Safety will be 
well prepared as they complete the technology program.  The comprehensive technology curriculum with applied math, science 
and technical writing components ensures student readiness for rewarding careers in a variety of technical fields. 
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MAU: UAA  
Campus: Kodiak  
Major: Welding  
Degree: Certificate  
Link: http://www.koc.alaska.edu/certificates/welding.asp  
Program Description:  
Students develop technical skills in various welding processes including Shielded Metal Arc Welding, Gas Metal Arc Welding, 
Gas Tungsten Arc Welding and Plasma Arc Cutting. Students will also develop skills in metal fabrication and technical drawing. 
Upon completion of the Certificate, students are prepared for entry-level Welding Technician positions.  

 
MAU: UAS 
Campus: Ketchikan, Sitka 
Major: Welding  
Degree: Occupational Endorsement Cert 
Link: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/career_ed/welding/index.html 
Program Description: 
UAS Ketchikan offers an 18-credit occupational endorsement in welding every academic year. Emphasis is placed on Aluminum 
and Steel welding techniques. Welder certification is a part of the program. Upon successful completion of course work and 
taking the qualifying exam, students become recognized American Welding Society Certified Entry-Level Welders. UAS Sitka 
Campus offers a comprehensive welding program. Hands-on classes are held in an indoor welding lab.  Students get individual 
attention and can learn a wide variety of welding skills. They may also take a welding exam on-site at the end of their program for 
certification. 

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Weld & NonDestruct Test Tech  
Degree: Associate of Applied Science  
Link: http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/transportation/welding-ndt/index.cfm  
Program Description:  
This associate degree prepares students with the technical and administrative skills required in todayÆs metal fabrication and 
inspection environments. Graduates of this program will be able to apply specifications and codes to complete specific job tasks. 
At the completion of the program, students are able to demonstrate: 1. Entry-level technical skills in welding and nondestructive 
examination. 2. Technical knowledge of the interrelationship between welding and inspection processes. 3. Hazard assessment 
and best safety practices to avoid exposing themselves or others to risk of injury and avoiding damage to equipment. 4. 
Communicate effectively with other employees, customers, and management.  

 
MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Welding & NonDestruct Testing  
Degree:  Associate of Applied Science 
Link: http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/academic/adt/academics/welding.cfm  
Program Description:  
The AAS degree in Welding & Nondestructive Testing Technology is designed to enable students to develop manual skills in four 
main welding processes and three thermal cutting processes.  Students also gain a wide range of technical knowledge in welding 
applications, procedures, reading plans and specifications, and applied metallurgy. Welder qualification tests are administered as 
prescribed in AWS D1.1, API Standards 1104 or ASME IX welding codes. Students examine metallic components, or weldments, 
to locate and evaluate discontinuities by learning to apply liquid penetrant, magnetic particle, eddy current, radiographic, and 
ultrasonic test methods.  Students may be qualified in each method based on general, specific, and practical examinations 
prescribed by the American Society for Nondestructive Testing. A total of 61-63 credits is required for the AAS degree
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MAU: UAA  
Campus: Anchorage  
Major: Welding & NonDestruct Testing  
Degree: Certificate  
Link: http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/transportation/welding-ndt/index.cfm  
Program Description:  
Nondestructive Testing Technology students examine metallic components or weldments to locate and evaluate discontinuities by 
learning to apply liquid penetrant (PT), magnetic particle (MT), eddy current (ET), radiographic (RT) and ultrasonic (UT) test 
methods. Student qualification in each NDT method is based on general, specific and practical examinations administered as 
prescribed in the American Society for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT) Recommended Practice No. SNT-TC-1A. At the 
completion of the program, students are able to demonstrate: 1. Entry-level technical skills in nondestructive examination. 2. 
Technical knowledge of the interrelationship between welding and inspection processes. 

 
MAU: UAA 
Campus: Anchorage, Kenai 
Major: Welding Technology  
Degree: Associate of Applied Science  
Link: http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/ctc/programs/transportation/welding-ndt/index.cfm  
Program Description:  
The Welding and Nondestructive Testing Technology program prepares students for employment in welding and/or 
nondestructive testing jobs as entry-level technicians in construction, manufacturing and transportation industries. A variety of 
career opportunities throughout the world are available to welding technicians and nondestructive examination technicians. The 
Welding and Nondestructive Testing program offers an Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degree in Welding and 
Nondestructive Testing Technology and two separate certificates in either Industrial Welding Technology or Nondestructive 
Testing Technology 
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COURSE_TITLE SUBJECT 
CODE

COURSE 
NUM

ACADEMIC 
ORG

Kenai Fishing Academy AOEN A014 11 Kenai X
Seafood Direct Marke8ng ABUS ABUS 193 32 Bristol Bay x
Seafood Direct Marke8ng w trip to Boston Seafood 
show

ABUS
ABUS 193 

32 Bristol Bay x

Village‐based Entrepreneurship—Seafood 
processing

ABUS
ABUS 151 

36 Northwest x

Village‐based Entrepreneurship ABUS ABUS 151  32 Bristol Bay x
Kenai River Guide Academy AOEN AC040 11 Kenai X
Net Hanging APAR APAR 150  32 Bristol Bay x
Fish Prin8ng ART VC033 20 PWSCC x
*Fund of Oceanography Lab BIOL A179 11 Kenai X X
*Fundamentals of Oceanography BIOL A178 01 Anchorage X X
*Fundamentals of Oceanography BIOL A178 11 Kenai X X
*Marine Biology BIOL A378 01 Anchorage X
Biological Oceanography BIOL A478 01 Anchorage X
Current Topics in Marine Rsrch BIOL S175 42 Sitka X
Fund. of Oceanography BIOL V178 20 PWSCC X X
Fund. of Oceanography BIOL V178 20 PWSCC X X
Fund. of Oceanography‐ Lab BIOL V178L 20 PWSCC X X
Fund. of Oceanography‐ Lab BIOL V178L 20 PWSCC X X
Intro Marine Biology BIOL S215 40 Juneau X
Intro Microbiology BIOL S240 40 Juneau X
Intro Microbiology BIOL S240 42 Sitka X
Intro To Marine Biology BIOL V150 20 PWSCC X
Introduc8on to Marine Biology BIOL F150 34 Interior‐

AleuQans
X

Introduc8on to Marine Biology BIOL F150 37 Rural College X
Marine Biology Lab BIOL V150L 20 PWSCC X
Marine Ecology BIOL S481 40 Juneau X
Marine Mammal Biology BIOL A430 13 Kodiak X
Marine Mammal Biology Lab BIOL A430L 13 Kodiak X
Marine Vertebrates of KBay BIOL A494 11 Kenai X
Marine/Freshwater Fish‐Alaska BIOL F288 30 Fairbanks X
Marine/Freshwater Fish‐Alaska BIOL F288 30 Fairbanks X
Coastal Engineering CE A676 01 Anchorage X
Coastal Measuremts & Analysis CE A677 01 Anchorage X
Design of Ports and Harbors CE A675 01 Anchorage X
Sediment Transport CE A694Q 01 Anchorage X
Transporta8on Engineering CE A402 01 Anchorage X
Waves Tides Ocean Processes CE A674 01 Anchorage X X
Salmon Smoking CED V041 20 PWSCC X
Chemical Oceanography CHEM F660 30 Fairbanks X
Cold Climate Coastal Cnstrctn CT S201 40 Juneau X
Cold Climate Coastal Cnstrctn CT S201 41 Ketchikan X
Cold Climate Coastal Cnstrctn CT S201 42 Sitka X
AK Marine Hwy Oiler Internship DESL S291A 40 Juneau X
Applied Marine Hydraulics DESL S161 40 Juneau X
Marine Auxiliary Systems DESL S261 40 Juneau X
Marine Auxiliary Systems Lab DESL S262 40 Juneau X
Marine Transmissions DESL S263 40 Juneau X
Introduc8on to Fisheries Economics and Markets ECON A294 01 Anchorage X X X

Natural History of Salmon in the Wood‐Tikchik Lakes
ENVI

ENVI 193
32 Bristol Bay

Vessel Safety‐ Emergency Equipment, Procedures 
and Drill

FIRE
FIRE 127

32 Bristol Bay

Analysis of Vertebrate Popula8on Survival and 
Movement

FISH F625 30 Fairbanks X X

Examples of Credit Courses Related to Fisheries, Seafood, 
and Mari8me Offered through UA
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COURSE_TITLE SUBJECT 
CODE

COURSE 
NUM

ACADEMIC 
ORG

Examples of Credit Courses Related to Fisheries, Seafood, 
and Mari8me Offered through UA

Aqua8c Entomology FISH F665 30 Fairbanks
Bayesian Decsn Thry Res Mngmnt FISH F642 30 Fairbanks X X X
Behavioral and Physiological Ecology of Fishes FISH F426 30 Fairbanks X X X
Behavioral and Physiological Ecology of Fishes FISH F626 30 Fairbanks X X X
Benthic Ecology FISH F654 30 Fairbanks X X
Bioeconomic Modeling and Fisheries Management  FISH F645 30 Fairbanks X X X
Biological Assessment in Fisheries and Aqua8c 
Environments

FISH F666 30 Fairbanks X X

Biology of Commercially Important Invertebrates FISH F383 30 Fairbanks X X X
Biology of Commercially Important Marine Fishes FISH F382 30 Fairbanks X X X
Biology of Commercially Important Salmonid Fishes FISH F381 30 Fairbanks X X X
Es8ma8on of Fish Abundance FISH F621 30 Fairbanks X X X
Exp. Lrning: Fisheries Intern FISH F490 30 Fairbanks X X
Fish Bioenerge8cs FISH F615 30 Fairbanks X X X
Fish Conserva8on Biology FISH F612 30 Fairbanks X X X
Fish Ecology FISH F425 30 Fairbanks X X
Fish Ecology FISH F650 30 Fairbanks X X X
Fisheries Internship FISH F290 30 Fairbanks X X
Fisheries Internship FISH F195  30 Fairbanks
Fisheries Management FISH F487 30 Fairbanks X X X
Fisheries Senior Thesis FISH F499 30 Fairbanks X X X
Fishery Gene8cs FISH F651 30 Fairbanks X X X
Food Science and Technology Internship FISH F460 30 Fairbanks X X
Freshwater Fisheries Technique FISH F315 30 Fairbanks X X
Human Dimensions/Envrnmtl Sys FISH F411 30 Fairbanks X X X
Human‐Environment Research Methods FISH F412 30 Fairbanks X X X
Ichthyology FISH F427 30 Fairbanks X X
Individual Study FISH F497 30 Fairbanks X X
Individual Study FISH F697 30 Fairbanks X X X
Intro Fisheries U8liza8on FISH F261 30 Fairbanks X X X X
Introduc8on to Aquaculture FISH F336 30 Fairbanks X X X
Introduc8on to Fisheries FISH F101 30 Fairbanks X X X X
Law and Fisheries FISH F672 30 Fairbanks X X X X
Marine/Freshwater Fish‐Alaska FISH F288 30 Fairbanks X X X
Mngmnt Rnwble Marine Resources FISH F640 30 Fairbanks X X X
Mngmnt Rnwble Marine Resources FISH F640 30 Fairbanks X X X
Modeling, Simula8on and Ecological Theory FISH F420 30 Fairbanks X X X
Modern Applied Sta8s8cs for Fisheries FISH F604 30 Fairbanks X X X X
Natural Resource Modeling FISH F630 30 Fairbanks X X X
Pacific Salmon Life Histories FISH F633 30 Fairbanks X X X
Pacific Salmon Life Histories FISH F633 30 Fairbanks X X X
Pacific Salmon Life Histories FISH F633 30 Fairbanks X X X
Poli8cal Ecology of the Oceans FISH F675 30 Fairbanks X X X X
Pract in Fish:Fish Observ Prog FISH F450 30 Fairbanks X X
Quan8ta8ve Analysis for Marine Policy Decisions FISH F670 30 Fairbanks X X X X
Quan8ta8ve Fish Popula8on Dynamics II FISH F622 30 Fairbanks X X X
Quan8ta8ve Fishery Science FISH F601 30 Fairbanks X X X
Renewable Resource Management Systems FISH F418 30 Fairbanks X X X
Research FISH F698 30 Fairbanks X X X
Salmon Culture FISH F436 30 Fairbanks X X X
Sampling Methods in Fisheries FISH F445 30 Fairbanks X X X
Seafood Composi8on and Analysis FISH F662 30 Fairbanks X X
Seafood Processing and Preserva8on FISH F661 30 Fairbanks X X
Seminar FISH F492 30 Fairbanks X X X
Seminar FISH F692 30 Fairbanks X X X X X
Special Topics FISH F493 30 Fairbanks X X X
Special Topics FISH F693 30 Fairbanks X X X
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COURSE_TITLE SUBJECT 
CODE

COURSE 
NUM

ACADEMIC 
ORG

Examples of Credit Courses Related to Fisheries, Seafood, 
and Mari8me Offered through UA

Special Topics FISH F695 30 Fairbanks X X X
Special Topics FISH F695P 30 Fairbanks X X X
Sta8s8cal Compu8ng with R FISH F627 30 Fairbanks X X X
Thesis FISH F699 30 Fairbanks X X X
Trial Course FISH F694 30 Fairbanks X X X
Wri8ng for Fisheries amd Ocean Sciences Workshop FISH F603 30 Fairbanks X X X
Zooplankton Ecology FISH F653 30 Fairbanks X X
Current Topics in Food Science and Nutri8on FSN F673 30 Fairbanks X X X
Economics of Seafood Markets FSN F612 30 Fairbanks X X X
Food Marke8ng Management FSN F614 30 Fairbanks X X X
Food Science and Nutri8on Seminar FSN F692 30 Fairbanks X X X
Food Science and Technology Internship FSN F460 30 Fairbanks X X
Interna8onal Food Marke8ng Systems FSN F611 30 Fairbanks X X X
Laboratory Methods in Food Science and Nutri8on FSN F672 30 Fairbanks X X
Quan8ta8ve Marke8ng Research and Food System 
Modeling

FSN F613 30 Fairbanks X X X

Seafood Composi8on and Analysis FSN F662 30 Fairbanks X X
Seafood Processng & Preservtn FSN F661 30 Fairbanks X X
Sta8s8cal Quality Control and Sensory Evalua8on FSN F663 30 Fairbanks X X
Unit Opera8ons in Food Processing FSN F671 30 Fairbanks X X
Field Methods/Safety in FT FT S210 41 Ketchikan
Fin Fish Culture I FT S122 40 Juneau X X
Fin Fish Culture I FT S122 41 Ketchikan X X
Fin Fish Culture II FT S222 40 Juneau X X
Fin Fish Culture II FT S222 41 Ketchikan X X
Fisheries Mgmt, Law & Economic FT S272 41 Ketchikan X X
Fisheries of Southeast Alaska FT S120 41 Ketchikan X X
Fisheries Technology Intern FT S291 41 Ketchikan X X
Fund of Fisheries Biology FT S273 41 Ketchikan X X
Introduc8on to Limnology FT S270 41 Ketchikan X X X
ST: FT S193 41 Ketchikan
Sea Ice GEOS F615 30 Fairbanks X X
Transport Ops Management LGOP A235 01 Anchorage X X
Acous8cal Oceanography MSL F435 30 Fairbanks X X X
Benthic Ecology MSL F654 30 Fairbanks X X
Biological Oceanography MSL F650 30 Fairbanks X X
Biology of Marine Mammals MSL F619 30 Fairbanks X X
Chemical Oceanography MSL F660 30 Fairbanks X X
Con8nental Shelf Dynamics MSL F626 30 Fairbanks X X
Controversies in Marine Science MSL F605 30 Fairbanks X X X
Current Topics in Oceanographic Research MSL F411 30 Fairbanks X X X
Field Course/Sub8dal Studies MSL F421 30 Fairbanks X X X
Field Course/Sub8dal Studies MSL F623 30 Fairbanks X X
Field Problems in Marine Biology MSL F611 30 Fairbanks X X
Fisheries Oceanography MSL F640 30 Fairbanks X X
Geological Oceanography MSL F630 30 Fairbanks X X
Introduc8on to Marine Macroalgae MSL F467 30 Fairbanks X X
Introduc8on to Marine Macroalgae MSL F667 30 Fairbanks X X
Kelp Forest Ecology MSL F456 30 Fairbanks X X
Kelp Forest Ecology MSL F656 30 Fairbanks X X
Marine Biology MSL F610 30 Fairbanks
Marine Biology and Ecology Field Course MSL F450 30 Fairbanks X X
Marine Biology and Ecology Field Course MSL F651 30 Fairbanks X X
Marine Ecosystems MSL F652 30 Fairbanks X X X
Marine Mammal Management MSL F617 30 Fairbanks X X
Marine Studies for Science Teachers MSL F460 30 Fairbanks X X X
Metabolic Physiology MSL F616 30 Fairbanks X X
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COURSE_TITLE SUBJECT 
CODE

COURSE 
NUM

ACADEMIC 
ORG

Examples of Credit Courses Related to Fisheries, Seafood, 
and Mari8me Offered through UA

Methods of Numerical Simula8on in Geophysical 
Fluid Dynamics

MSL F629 30 Fairbanks X X

Modern Applied Sta8s8cs for Fisheries MSL F604 30 Fairbanks X X X X
Nutrient Dynamics MSL F670 30 Fairbanks X X
Oceanic‐Atmospheric Gravity Waves MSL F624 30 Fairbanks X X
Physical Oceanography MSL F620 30 Fairbanks X X X
Physiology of Marine Organisms MSL F615 30 Fairbanks X
Phytoplankton Ecology, from Form to Func8on MSL F655 30 Fairbanks X X
Polar Marine Science MSL F431 30 Fairbanks X X
Polar Marine Science MSL F621 30 Fairbanks X X
Professional Development MSL F601 30 Fairbanks X X X X
Proposal Wri8ng MSL F602 30 Fairbanks X X X X
Scien8fic Diving MSL F220 30 Fairbanks X X X
Sea Ice Ecology MSL F628 30 Fairbanks X X
Shipboard Techniques MSL F625 30 Fairbanks X X
Stable Isotope techniques in Environmental 
Research

MSL F661 30 Fairbanks X X X

Sta8s8cal Compu8ng with R MSL F627 30 Fairbanks X X X X X
The Oceans MSL F111X 30 Fairbanks X X X X
The Oceans MSL F111X 35 Kuskokwim X X X X
The Oceans MSL F111X 37 Rural College X X X X
Zooplankton Ecology MSL F653 30 Fairbanks X X
Able Seaman MT S225 41 Ketchikan X
Marine Safety and Survival MT V135 20 PWSCC X
Marine Technology I MT V282A 20 PWSCC X
Marine Tecnology Ii MT V282B 20 PWSCC X
Fisheries Management NRM F487 30 Fairbanks X X
*Intro To Oceanography OCN S101 40 Juneau X X
*Intro To Oceanography OCN S101 41 Ketchikan X X
Intmed Fly Fishing ODS S219 40 Juneau
Intro Sea Kayaking ODS S133 40 Juneau
Intro to Fly Fishing ODS S119 40 Juneau
Swi]water Rescue ODS S112 40 Juneau X
Intmed Fly Fishing PE S219 40 Juneau
Intro Sea Kayaking PE S133 40 Juneau
Intro to Fly Fishing PE S119 40 Juneau
Ocean Diving PE S200 42 Sitka X
Beginning Sea Kayaking PER A153 01 Anchorage
Fishing Academy PER A172 11 Kenai X
Intermediate Sea Kayaking PER A253 01 Anchorage X
( OUVP) 6PAC Near Coastal RD RD 293 32 Bristol Bay X
(OUVP) 6PAC Inland RD RD 293 32 Bristol Bay X
(OUVP) Freshwater and River 6PAC RD RD 193 32 Bristol Bay X
Basics of Salmon/Bio Mgmt RD RD 195  32 Bristol Bay X
BBNA/NW Walrus Commission Internship RD RD 293  32 Bristol Bay
Beluga Popula8on/Distribu8on and TEK RD RD 293 32 Bristol Bay
Business of Fish RD RD 193  32 Bristol Bay X
Co‐management of Natural Resources (3 crs.) RD RD 256 32 Bristol Bay X
Fish Guiding Academy for Rural Alaskans (Ekwok and 
King Salmon) RD RD 195 32 Bristol Bay X X
HACCP Sanita8on Seafood Process RD RD 193  32 Bristol Bay X
Intro to Fly Fishing and Fly Tying RECR RECR 140 32 Bristol Bay X
Bristol Bay Salmon: Yesterday, today and tomorrow SCIA SCIA 193  32 Bristol Bay X X
Intro to Ocean Sciences SCIA SCIA 193  32 Bristol Bay X X
Marine Refrigera8on TTCH TTCH 193  32 Bristol Bay X X
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Examples of Non‐credit Courses Related to Fisheries, Seafood, and Mari<me Offered through UA

Non‐credit Course Title Mau/Program  Loca<ons offered/Par<cipants from

Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Ins<tute UAF Marine Advisory Kodiak and Anchorage/Statewide
Alaska Young Fishermen's Summit UAF Marine Advisory Anchorage/statewide
Alaskan Shellfish Farming ‐ Technology and Business 
Training UAF Marine Advisory

Ketchikan

Alyeska SERVS oil spill fishing vessel response marine 
HAZWOPer courses  UAF Marine Advisory Kodiak
BeRer Process Control School UAF Marine Advisory Anchorage
Board of Fisheries Training Workshop UAF Marine Advisory Dillingham, Koliganek
Boa<ng without the Boys UAF Marine Advisory Petersburg, Cordova

Business of Fish ‐ Fuel savings, risk management, taxes, 
regula<ons, direct marking, basics of bookkeeping UAF Marine Advisory Dillingham
Business Plan Development UAF Marine Advisory Quinhagak, Bethel
Business Planning for Commercial Fishermen UAF Marine Advisory Anchorage/ Togiak, Manokotak, New Stuyahok 
Business Planning for Shrimp Fishermen UAF Marine Advisory Petersburg, Juneau, Wrangell, Ketchikan
Career Training for Ports and Marinas UAS/Sitka Statewide Online
Direct Marke<ng UAF Marine Advisory Togiak, Naknek, Anchorage, Dillingham
Field Biology Course UAF Marine Advisory Nome/Nome, St. Michael, Savoonga
Financial Mgt for Fishermen UAF Marine Advisory Statewide
Fishbiz Workshop ‐ Financial Management  UAF Marine Advisory Haines, Bethel, Craig
HACCP UAF Marine Advisory Nome, Unalakleet, Savoonga, Dillingham, Anchorage, Kodiak
HACCP II UAF Marine Advisory Anchorage, Kodiak/Statewide
Harmful Algal Blooms UAF Marine Advisory Cordova
Hazardous materials training PWSCC Valdez
Hazwopper MAPTS, PWSCC, Kodiak College Kenai, Valdez, Kodiak
Icing and Handling for Quality  UAF Marine Advisory Dillingham, Naknek, Cordova
Intro to Direct Marke<ng UAF Marine Advisory Anchorage
Introduc<on to Financial Management UAF Marine Advisory Kodiak
Marine Hydraulics UAS/Sitka Statewide Online
Marine Mammal Iden<fica<on and Bycatch UAF Marine Advisory Anchorage
Marine Refrigera<on UAF Marine Advisory Ketchikan, Anchorage, Sitka, Petersburg, Kodiak
Marine Safety Drill Instructor UAF Marine Advisory Cordova
NEPA Training UAF Marine Advisory Dillingham, Koliganek, Naknek
Net Mending UAF Marine Advisory Cordova
Observer Training Class ‐ marine mammal ID UAF Marine Advisory Anchorage
Phytoplankton monitoring workshop UAS Fishery Technology Program Ketchikan/statewide
Quality handling for fishermen UAF Marine Advisory Statewide
Quickbooks Training UAF Marine Advisory Bethel, Quinhagak, Eek, Goodnews Bay
Salmon Quality Handling Workshop UAF Marine Advisory Petersburg
Sanita<on UAF Marine Advisory Dillingham, Anchorage
Sea ORers in SE Alaska Workshop UAF Marine Advisory Ketchikan, Petersburg, Wrangell, Sitka
Seafood Processor Training UAF Marine Advisory Naknek
Seafood Quality UAF Marine Advisory Togiak
Shellfish and HABs  UAF Marine Advisory Anchorage
Strategies for Buying/Selling Fishing Business UAF Marine Advisory Petersburg
Surviving Cold Water Emergencies UAF Marine Advisory Koyuk, Shaktoolik, Shishmaref
Village Based Entrepreneurship Class UAF Marine Advisory New Stuyahok,Koliganek
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Examples of ongoing University of Alaska K-12 Programs that Support the 
Fishing/Seafood/Maritime Industries, 2011 
  
Maritime 
 
• UAS Ketchikan Marine Transportation (MT) department has an MOA with the 

Ketchikan Gateway Borough School District (KGBSD) covering the use of their 45 
foot training vessel.  MT department licensed staff transport KGBSD K-12 students 
every year for marine biology, maritime and outdoor survival class 
activities.  KGBSD maritime students have also used the UAS Ketchikan ship 
simulator for training. The UAS Ketchikan MT department participates every year in 
junior high career day activities. 
 

• The UAS Ketchikan MT department recently received a three-year Perkins grant to 
encourage and assist young women as they explore maritime careers.  Workshop 
activities included working women mariners describing their careers, chart reading, 
and hands on small boat handling using both a simulator and a skiff on the water. 

 
• Prince William Sound Community College (PWSCC) has a dual credit Marine 

Technology class offered at the Valdez high school.  Credit from this class can be 
applied to the Oil Spill Response or Safety Management certificates. 

 
Seafood 
 
• UAF SFOS Kodiak Center (FITC) has a partnership with the Kodiak High School to 

offer seafood science as a year-long class beginning this fall funded by a grant from 
USDA. 

 
Fisheries (fisheries, marine biology and oceanography) 
 
• UAS Sitka Campus - Connecting Pacific Pathways through Research, Education and 

Experience in the Sciences. The overall goal of this USDA funded program is to 
increase retention and completion of four-year science and technical degrees by 
students from coastal communities. The program has three parts: undergraduates 
work as a group of peers in distance-delivered courses and workshops; advanced 
Alaska Native high school students will learn to use molecular techniques to answer 
ecological questions on how changing climate impacts terrestrial and marine 
systems. Third, UAS has a partnership with Native Alaskan culture camps and the 
US Forest Service (USFS) for high and middle school students to visit USFS field 
sites to experience career pathways. Overall outcomes include increased participation 
of rural Alaskans in learning programs related to science in preparation for careers as 
scientists, professionals and technicians. 
 

• The UAS Fisheries Technology program has made K-12 outreach a primary focus of 
its program.  Modules for use in the K-12 classroom have been developed and are 
accessible on the Fisheries Technology website.  Current modules include 
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dichotomous key for Alaska fish and assessing salmon stream health.  Faculty teach 
special topics classes in remote communities to engage students in hands-on 
activities to introduce them to career choices in fisheries.   

 
• UAS Sitka in partnership with the Sitka Sound Science Center and with funding from 

USDA - Taking AME (Aquaculture and Marine science Education): Preparing 
Southeast Alaska for careers in aquaculture and marine science. Taking AME 
provides introductions to science career, scientific concepts and hands-on science 
activities led by professionals in aquaculture and marine science for K-8 students in 
geographically-isolated Southeast Alaska communities.  

 
• The UAF School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences sponsors the Tsunami Bowl, 

Alaska’s statewide National Ocean Science Bowl competition annually in Seward. In 
2011, 20 high schools from around the state competed in this marine science and 
oceanography oral and written research presentation and quiz contest. 

 
• The UAA Alaska Native Science and Engineering Program (ANSEP) offers an in-

school computer building program to encourage high school students to take 
advanced math and science classes. They also offer summer junior high and high 
school programs to increase math skills and offer work-related experiences in 
fisheries and wildlife biology.  A summer program bridges high school seniors with 
their first year of college. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game, the National 
Marine Fisheries Service and the US Fish and Wildlife Service have provided 
financial support to these programs. 

 
• The UAF Bristol Bay Campus has developed math and science pipeline activities to 

enable Dillingham High School students to take advanced math and science classes 
funded in part by NOAA.  In partnership with the Bristol Bay Economic 
Development Corporation they have participated annually in Salmon Camp.   

 
• The UAF Alaska Science and Research Academy has in the past offered a fisheries 

or marine science option. UAF’s Rural Alaska Honors Institute (RAHI) also offers a 
bridge from high school to college for rural students but has not focused on fisheries, 
seafood or maritime occupations. 

 
Note: This is not a complete list.  Many of the above programs are grant-funded and are 
sustainable depending on available resources. 
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